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MSU's Racers end the season 5-6
after a dismal loss Saturday

NATO bombs
4 base, missiles
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Attack is largest
.
undertaken by allies
Serb planes from the Udbina
bombarded
airbase
U.N.-designated safe areas in
Bihac, northwest Bosnia, twice
last week, incurring the wrath of
U.N. peacekeepers, who called
for the air attacks.
Adm. Leighton W. Smith,
Naples-based commander of
NATO forces in southern Europe,
said about 30 reconnaissance and
warplanes from the United States,
Britain, France and the Netherlands carried out "good hits" on
Ubdina's runways, taxiways and
on planes parked -nearby.
There were no reports of losses
among allied aircraft and all
returned safely to their bases,
Washington officials said.
The airfield attack came the
same day as Serbs, backed by
renegade Muslim forces, attacked
government troops across northwestern Bosnia and U.N. peacekeepers were targeted in three

SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — In the biggest NATO attack ever, warplanes from the United States and
three other nations bombed an
airbase and nearby surface-to-air
missile site used by Serbs to terrorize Bosnia.
The raid on the Udbina airbase
in Serb-field Croatia was NATO's
seventh since war broke out in
Bosnia in April 1992. It was by
far the largest by North Atlantic
Treaty Organization forces in the
alliance's 45-year history.
Previous NATO air strikes
have all been in Bosnia and all
involved a small -ntrrnber of
planes against highly limited Serb
targets, suctt as a single tank. A
statement from the Brussels headquarters of NATO said the air
raid on the Udbina airfield from
allied bases in Italy was conducted at the request of the U.N.
peacekeeping force in Bosnia.
•See Page 2
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By SRECKO LATAL
Associated Press Writer
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Story on Sports/8A

"Good Afternoon Calloway County"
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STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo
ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS...Cassie Fischer, 7, fills in
Santa Paws on all her Christmas wishes during the Murray-Calloway
County Humane Society's Christmas Bazaar Saturday.

"But we're the second largest
By STACEY CROOK
city in the Purchase Area and we
Staff Writer
have the university," Cherry said.
The Kentucky League of Cities
Perhaps the biggest issue
is gearing up for the 1996 session
involved with the amendment is
of the General Assembly, accordthe possibility that cities can
ing to its vice president Mayor
obtain revenue from other sourBill Cherry.
ces aside from property, insurSince a constitutional amendance, occupational and motor
ment concerning the way cities
vehicle taxes.
and counties operate passed the
during Nov. 8 referendum, the
"Nobody wants taxes, but they
league is making plans to lobby
still want services, and we can't
for legislation that should benefit provide the services without the
local governments.
revenue," Cherry said.
Cherry said the number one
The Kentucky League of Cities
priority is developing a reclassification plan which will take into will be supporting legislation that
will give local government the
consideration geography and tax
bases rather than just population. authority to enact a local sales
Currently, there are six classes Mx.
of cities. Various statutory
"I think the 'ales tax is the
nquircrnent• are placed on "Cr
fairest tax," Cherry said.
lain classes.
,But getting a bill to the Gener"Murray has a good chance of
being classified higher," Cherry al Assembly's floor may be
difficult.
said.
The city is presently in the
• See Page 2
third class.
.

Turkey Troubles?
Uncle Sam is just a phone call from oven
By KIMBERLY A.C. WILSON
Associated Press Writer
. WASHINGTON (AP) — One
caller wanted to know if a live
turkey that had fallen in a vat of
tar was still OK for Thanksgiving
dinner. (It was.) Another asked
whether she should take the bird
out of the plastic bag before
cooking it. (She should.)
No question, it seems, is too
outlandish for the dieticians and
home economists at the Agricul-

ture Department's meat and poultry hot line.
And as America's amateur
chefs prepare for Thanksgiving,
it's comforting to know that
answers are a toll-free call away.
Bessie Berry, home economist
and acting director of the meat
and poultry hot line, offers this
advice:
"Relax. Enjoy your time in the
kitchen. It's not dangerous; it is
fun. Don't make it so difficult

Let your fingers do the walking
For turkey tips, call this toll-free number is 1-800-535-4555. The
hot line is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., except on Thanksgiving Day, when the hours are 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
that you can't enjoy the
process."
Berry said the hot line logged
about 23,000 calls last November, 400 of them on Thanksgiving
Day.

"There are those who will put
a bird in the oven with-out any
covering at all, or maybe lightly
covered, or in a cooking bag.
There are -those who smoke or
grill pieces or cook the whole

bird in a covered-type grill,"
Berry said.
"The key to all of these
methods is to make sure you
cook it to the correct temperature.
If the leg joint moves easily (at
180 degrees Fahrenheit), it's
done. If the moat is still pink,'
you'll need to cook the bird
more. It's that simple."
After choosing a turkey, Berry
says, it's a good idea to defrost it
the refrigerator, 24 hours for a

III See Page 2

Lights out:
truck tips
power pole

Briggs personnel
make contribution
The employees of Briggs & Stratton have once again proven that
they are truly "the power in power equipment" by the increase in
their United Way campaign.
The employee campaign at Briggs & Stratton showed an 82 percent increase, taking the totals up to $40,000 from approximately
$22,000 last _year, according to Jack Bykowski, plant manager.
"The employees saw the needs of the community thil are being
addressed by United Way -agencies and accepted the challenge to
help meet those needs," Bykowski said. "The average gift increased
55 percent."
"What happened at Briggs & Stratton is amazing," said Robert
Billington, United Way campaign chairman. "The ability and willingess of the employees at. Briggs to keep giving, on top of a 94
percent increase last year, shows such a strong commitment to our
community. It is very exciting to be involved with United Way
because of the commitment and caring shown through the employee campaigns this year."
The United Way allocations process seems to have made a difference regarding the willingness of employees to support United
Way, according to Curtis Moseley, personnel manager at Briggs.
"Knowing that there are 37 volunteers, some that are co-workers,
that are giving their time to learn more about the services and
financial situations of the 13 member agencies helped emphasize
the accountability of United Way," Moseley said.

5-pound turkey, foe'days for a
20-pound bird. Those who forget
to defrost should unwrap the
turkey on Thanksgiving Day,
begin cooking and remove the
giblet bag when it is defrosted.
This only increases cooking -time
by one-half.
Berry recommends cooking at
no lower than 325 degrees Fahrenheit for 15 to 18 minutes per
pound for an unstuffed turkey

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

•
Briggs 8 Stratton employees listen to a United Way presentation recently. The company's employee campaign netted an 82 percent increase from 1993, which means a total of $40,000 for United Way. Other local
companies have seen large increases this year In their employee gifts.

• See Page 2

Murray Electric System personnel were dispatched Sunday
night to handle a downed utility
pole near Arcadia and North 12th
streets,
"By the evidence on the pole,
it looked like it was sideswiped
by a truck," said MES Sutiorint
ten-dent Ron Underwood.
The pole, which had a transformer and, three high voltage primary wires'on it. caused a short
circuit when it fell at pproximately 9:30 p.m.
"-"Power was interrupted in the
northwest section of town past
Stewart Stadium for about 45 to
50 minutes," Underwobit said.
"We were fortunate that there
was no physical damage done
• See Page 2
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One Cadiz teenager dies,
another injured in wreck
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FROM PAGE 1
very. clear what as the character .
of this war in Bosnia. Some peoseparate assaults.
• Two of the five other ple thought that this was a Civil
U.N.-designated safe areas - the war. ... It is an aggression, it is
Bahian capital Of Sarajevo-and quitecloar now. his AM a civil
the government-held northeastern ,war. ... They are coming across
city or Tula
also were the border to attack our people."
Smith said the intention of the
attacked today by Bosnian Serbs.
A U.N. - spokesman in Zagreb attack "was to try to limit collasaid government troops in and teral damage. We did not want to
around Velika Kladusa, north of go outside of that airfield area.
Bihac, were under attack this We wanted also to limit the nummorning by Serbs from neighbor- ber of people on the ground who
ing Croatia and Muslims loyal to might (become) casualties as a
result of the strike."
renegade leader Fikret Abdic.
The statement from the head"We_ and UNPROFOR (U.N.
Protection Forces) are not going quarters of the 16-nation NATO
to tolerate the use of that field to group gave no details of the type
threaten either UNPROFOR of planes involved in the raid.
The U.N. Secunty Council on
troops or the safe areas in
Bosnia-Herzegovina," Smith Saturday extended NATO air
authority over neighboring
said.
He said it was too soon to tell Croatia after warplanes flying
how successful the raid was, but from the base staged air strikes
"the pilots have reported, howev- twice in two days on Bosnian
er, that at least some of them got government targets.
, The resolution spcifically
hits."
Bosnian Prime Minister Harts allowed Ni.kT0 to target the
Silajdzic seemed pleased, telling Ubdina airfield, used in a napalm
attack Friday on Bihac and in an
Cable News Network:
"I would like to say it is now air attack Saturday on the nearby
town of Cazin.
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Pick 3
.385
Pick 4
7-3-4-8
Lotto
4-6-13-31-32-45

and 18 to 24-mmores- per pound
for a stuffed one.
Meat thermometers or pop-up
timers should be checked about
an hour before the bird iS supposed to be done.
"Sometimes the timers fail or
the bird is coolefrig faster than
you expected," Berry said. "This
Sponsored by:
Shell way you will avoid overcooking
and therefore you won't have a
dry bird."
Pop-up timers found in certain
frozen packaged turkeys don't
The following upcoming
score as high with Berry as oldmeetings are open to the
fashioned thermometers, which
public:
sell for between S4 and $12.
MONDAY
"With the meat thermometer,
III The Murray City
you can see how the cooking is
Council - 5:30 p.m. at
and how fast the
progressing
Murray City Hall.
bird is cooking," she said.
II Murray-Calloway
The same bacteria that can
County Chamber Board
form on raw meat at room temp- 4:45 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce.

e

PUBLIC MEETINGS

Li (Ii
Woothrwr?
rtiruntir
• it,, f,” eleterrctl

Wks:Omaha. Nebraska

TUESDAY
III East Elementary
Site-Based Council - 4
p.m. at East Faculty
Lounge. Special
session.
• North Douglas
Committee - 5:30 p.m.
at Murray City Hall.
• Calloway County
School Board - 7 p.m.
at board office. Special
session.

I HAPPY THANKSGIVING
ember...Don't Drink and Drive!
Prices Good Thru Nov. 23

Scotch

32.98
Canadtas Mist
75 L Si 3699

Chivas Regal
750 rn1 $l

Bartending
for Your
Holiday Parties
or Special
Occasions

8.99

J&B Scotch

Jadot MaconVillageS
750 rnI s10.99

Laforet Chardonnay
750 ntl

*7.99

Jacob's Creek
Shear Caternet
75o '6.00
Robert Mondair
Chardonnay

..
$31991

'16.99
Smirnoff

$15.39
McCormick
Vodka

Bud & Bud
LL

815.43

Kegs In Stock

Miller Lite
Suitcase

Rolling Rock

53.99

06,s9.98

Dailys Mixes

Can-adian Club

'5.57

*15.43
Major Peters
Mixes

2.99

I 2 Gal

[

,75 '20.97
Old Charter

9.98
Makers Mak
;1 75 L

*26.99

Tangeray Gin

29.99
Jim Beam
4 +,

16.45

Tabasco
Mixers

Pat O'Brian
Mixes

2.99

1.99
Large Shrimp

h '7.99

•Briggs...

erature can form on cooked meat
left out for more thaniwo hours,
so carve/and store leftover meat
promptly in meal-sized shallow
containers for no longer than four
days or frozen for up to three
months. Any longer than that and
you'll diminish its quality. Berry
says.
Before carving, let the cooked
bird stand for 15 to 20 minutes to
allow the flesh to firm a bit and
remove any stuffing.
Except for recommending that
high-fat content geese be stuffed
only after cooking, the hot line's
hints apply to wild game, goose,
duck and turkey and grocery
store varieties of poultry.
"The process is the same. The
internal temperatures are the
same," Berry said. "The key to
all of this is proper handling and
proper cooking."

II Lights...
FROM PAGE 1
when the pole fell."
No injuries were reported as a
result of the fallen pole.
Underwood said the fallen pole
was the one that stood closest to
North 12 Street, south of Taco
John's.
Although the wind was blowing much stronger than normal
last night, Underwood said it
wasn't bad enough to have
knocked the pole over.
"There are some marks,on the
pole that looked like it was probably a truck, but no One was
around," he said.
Two standby MES personnel
responded to the call.
"They were out for about an
hour and a half," Underwood
said. "We will be back out there
today working on it."
Because of the wind, workers
were also kept busy handling
limbs that got blown onto electrical lines.
"We had some„other brief

interruptions of power last night,
but they were minor," Underwood said. "We may hear other
reports today about wind
damage."
Because of the changing temperatures, power outages are fairly
common.
"We live in the mid-West and
these things happen," he said.
"When you get an extraordinarily
warm day and the temperature
begins to change, you get some
strong wind and thunder and
lightning."
He stressed that in case a pole
falls, the most important thing to
remember is to stay away from it.
"You need to get to the phone
and either call us or the police,"
Underwood said. "Then watch to
keep others away from it. _
"Poles don't go down very
often," he said. "It's been awhile
since we've had something happen like this."

Alaskian King
Crab Legs
Lb

14.14

ALL PREMIUM CIGARETTES
$1.39 /Pack
o••,...r.

Surgeon
Warning: Quitting
smoking now gummy rsoduc es sarious

riot. to your hearth.

5.

Duboeuf
Moulin•A-Vent
Burgundy
750,• $10.28
Jacob's Creek
Chardonnay
$
750 ,
n1 6.00

Grand Marnier
Liqueur

Please join us on

Tfi,ans,9juinG
from 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

750 rn1 S21.99

Drairbute Liqueur
750 n• $27.99
-Tia Made Liqueur
750,"? 619.99
Frangelleo Liqueur
750 n• 19.52
Kahlua Liqueur
750 '15.99

Thanksgiving Buffet Includes:
Turkey & Dressing
Carved Baked Ham
Roast Beef
BBQ Ribs
Fried Chicken
Cream Style Corn
Green Beans

'19.31

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
WEST WOOD STREET, HWY. 54 & 69 • PARIS, TN
Open 8 a.m.-ii p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • MasterCard • American Express • Discover

II Murray...
FROM PAGE 1
Sen. Jeff Green (D-lst District)
said in the 1994 session there was
a feeling among legislators that
state government should live
within its means.
"And I think that the feeling
will be even stronger in the 1996
General Assembly," he said.
"Based on that, I'd say there
would be a feeling to shy away
from a sales 'tax."
Cherry said for years, legislators have said that a sales tax is
unconstitutional.,
"They don't have that excuse
,
now," he said.
Because federal mandates are
passed down to the states, which
hand them down to local governments, Cherry said cities need
more revenue.
"There would have to be a visible support of the masses before
something like that would be
enacted." Green said of the sales
tax. "It's not something we'd
take lightly."
Green said he has not been
contacted by anyone supporting a
sales tax.
However, some residents in the
county have questioned the fiscal
court about other taxing options
since the court proposed implementing an insurance premium
tax to help fund construction of a
new jail.
Of those taxpayers who have
spoken out during recent meetings about the county tax issue,
many have said they would rather
have a sales tax than an insurance

.Iser,,nrss

According to Kentucky League
of Cities executive director Sylvia Lovely, the Commonwealth is
considered a weak home rule
state.

sheriff's departments plan
stepped-up traffic . enforcement,
including extra patrols and sobriety checkpoints, KSP Commissioner Jerry Lovitt said.
Fair's daughter, Shannon Fair,
was among 27 people killed in
the nation's worst drunkendriving accident - the fiery
crash of a church bus near Carrollton in May 1988.
The bus, carrying a church
youth group from Radcliff, burst
into flames after it was hit by a
pickup being driven by Larry
Mahoney on the wrong side of
Interstate 71. Mahoney was sentenced to 16 years in prison on
multiple convictions for manslaughter and assault.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- A
statewide campaign to prevent a
"sad season" of holidays ruined
by drunken driving was kicked
off today at the Capitol.
Mothers Against Drunk Driving plans to distribute 260,000
red ribbons as symbols of the
"Tie One on For Safety" campaign, laney Fair, vice chairwoman of the advocacy
group, said in a news conference.
The campaign is to last from
Thanksgiving through New
Year's Day, she said.
The same period in 1993 "was
a sad season for the families of at
least 11 people" who died in
alcohol-related crashes, she said.
, Kentucky State Police and

Multiple Choice:
THIS FELLOW IS:
g Friendly
rif Courteous
•Qualified
▪ Good Looking
(Well...3 Out of 4 Isn't Bad!)

All You Can Eat
Book Your Christmas
Parties Now!

Fox & Hounds
406 12th St.
759-2215

tax.
County Judge/Executive J.D..
Williams said he thinks the sales
tax would be fairer.
"But we won't be able to get
that for years," he said.
Because of the impending closure of the current jail, county
officials cannot wait two years to
generate . additional revenue.
Therefore, Williams said even
though the sales tax would be the
best option, it is not an option for
immediate revenue.
Cherry said' he thinks the
enactment of a state sales tax in
which cities and counties receive
a perccntage of the revenue
would be the fairest solution for
taxpayers.
One scenario is that the state
could levy a 6 percent sales tax,
and local government would
receive 3 1- or 2 percent cut.
The amendment applies to both
city and county governmentsBut Cherry said he is not sure
how the tax would be divided
between the two entities.
Cherry said another important
aspect of the amendment is the
home rule provision because
cities will no longer have to rely
on statutes. Home rule allows
cities to do anything that does not
conflict with the constitution or
statutes.

MADD chapters begin
'Red-Ribbon' campaign

$795
Only

750

FROM PAGE 1
The Briggs & Stratton campaign followed the lead set by the
employees of Kenlake Foods earlier this year when their campaign
demonstrated a 448 percent increase.
"Every employee campaign that has turned in final results at this
point has shown significant increases," Billington said. "The associates at JC Penney turned in a 9 pergent increase, which was 133
percent of the giving potential."
Other increases include Peoples Bank - 23 percent, Fisher Price
: - 26 percent, Southeastern Book Company - 42 percent. West
View Nursing Home - 145 percent, and Murray-Calloway County
,
Hospital - 87 percent.
For further information about United Way, or to make a taxdeductible donation to the current campaign, can your local United
Way office at 753-0317.

Huge Dessert & Salad Bar

Baileys Insh Cream
7„ *19.99
Di Saronno Amaretto

Honey Glaze Carrots
Blackeye Peas
Mashed Potatoes
Gravy
Sweet Potatoes
Whole Baked Apples

control of the Vehicle, ran off the
road and 'struck a tree.
Neither person was wearing a
seatbelt.
Wasowicz was transferred
from Trigg County Hospital to
Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah. State police reports
indicate he sustained serious
multiple injuries.
Accident reconstructionist Det.
Tom Powell was assisted by the
Trigg County Sheriff's Department with the investigation.
Taylor was taken to the Goodwin Funeral Home in Cadiz.

Murray Ledger & Times • •
A 17-yearCANTON, Ky.
old Cadiz girl died as the result
Of injuries, sustained in a onevehicle accident Sunday night.
Katherine D. Taylor, a passenger in a 1986 Chrysler convertible driven by Michael J. Wasowicz, was pronounced dead at the
scene at approximately 5:10 p.m.,
according to state police reports.
Police said Wasowicz, 19, of
Cadiz was -northbound on Ky.
1891, about 3Y2 miles. south of
Canton, when he apparently lost

Bosnia's war began when
minority Serbs rebelled against
the republic's vote to secede from
Serb-dominated Yugoslavia.
More than 200,000 people have
been killed or disappeared in the
fighting.

mornis12.99
E&J Brandy

Staff Report

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY •Turkey...

Published Monday tirough Saturday

„

.U.N. troops. throughout ..liosh13
were on high alert today for the
second time in 24 hours. All nonessential U.N. personnel had been
evacuated from U.N. bases in two
sections of Serb-held Croatia on
Sunday.
In Sarajevo, two Saggcr guided
missiles hit the roof of the Bosnian presidency and near the city
government building next door,
slightly injuring three people,
U.N. officials said. Sniper fire
forced the halting of the city's
tram service.
Government-held Tuzla also
was shelled this morning. U.N.
spokesman Lt. Col. Jan-Dirk von
Merveldt said Bosnian Serbs had
renewed their threat to shell Tuzla on an "hourly basis" in retaliation for government troops surrounding a Bosnian Serb platoon
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Burley tobacco season looks promising
With the move to the right on
By LESUE LLO_YP.
the political spectrum, the tobacAssociated --Press Writer- - 7------ea-industry- — battered-by reports
of health hazards of smoking,
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. (AP)
threats of closer federal regula— This year's burley tobacco
tion, and no smoking ordinances
crop looks good and there's plen— believes its products will get
ty of it. Compared with last year,
more respect.
prices may even be up as the
"I'm hopeful. It sure won't
markets opened today.
hurt," said Greene County farmer
"There's no question we're
Maynard Johnson. "There won't
facing some tough times. But I
be quite as much said about it."
think the mood is becoming more
"We're liking better what we
optimistic," said Will Snell, a
see in papers as far as changing
tobacco economist at the Univerthe guard," said Joe Parker, a
sity of Kentucky. "We're seeing
sales supervisor for New Burley
the world supply of burley start
Warehouse in Greeneville.
to come back in line with the
demand, and that should help - - Specifically, that- means US.
Rep. Henry A. Waxman, Dus."
But what Items to -make far- , Calif., is .out as chairman of the
mers, 'warehouse- owners and
House *subcommittee on Health others most optimistic is what and the Environment. Waxman,
happened on Election -Day.
who has crusaded against tobacco

for years, was re-elected.
"We eouktoever do any worse
then havirigl-Henry Waxman--as
chairman of the committee," said
Bill Myers, president Burley Stabilization Corp. in Knoxville.
"We are encouraged by the
3verall change that has occurred
in Congress."
With Republicans gaining control of Congress, Rep. Thomas J.
Bliley, R-Va., is the top candidate to replace Waxman.
Bliley is a staunch supporter of
the industry and has vowed to
halt the congressional investigation of tobacco if he becomes
Chailman" of the subtomMittee7—
"I think this Congress in general is going to be more Openmindecf as far as agriculture,"
said Fred Serra!, who operates
New Burley Warehouse in

Greeneville.
has been
the top cash crop for the last
three years. Last year, it was valued at more than $258 million
and weighed about 118 million
pounds. This year's crop is
expected to be about 116 million
pounds.
Although the burley quota was
reduced 10 percent from last
year, a good growing season in
Kentucky produced higher yields
and a slightly larger crop than
last year. This year's crop is estimated at 428.8 million pounds,
up 1 percent from 1993.
Kentucky gi owcrt,eamed--S-780
million last year 'from tobacco.
Priaduction for the eight-state
burley belt is estimated at' 636:4
millOn pounds and is valued at
$1.16 billion.
-411-Tennessee, tobacco

Last year, the gw.ernment pool this >ear might help build conlitook -ahou.t.4(.1-.pereetwofL*sttrtte*_.
- .baek up for fanner
!
.. _
as cautious tobacco companies
Johnson,
who
has
been
growcut the amount they bought.
This year, those in the industry ing tobacco since 1954, says he
believe that the pool will get less has no intention of 4caving.
of the crop.
"There's still quite a bit of
• - We think the companies
need money to be made," he said.
some tobacco," Myers said.
Many former farmers are leasHe estimates about 5 to if pering out their land to give larger
cent of the crop will go to the
farmers more •acreage.
pool this year.
This year's crop is good,
"(The companies) sound like
they really want this crop," Park- although maybe a little thin and
light because of a little too much_
er said.
"EverYone will have their eye • rain, according to ;Phil Hunter, •
on how much tobac—LITTIW "nperintendent orthe University
of Tennessee- Tobacco Experipool,— said UK's Snell.
ment Station in Greeneville.
In recent years, some small,
part-time tobace0 farmers have , "1 think it will be a very
stopped growing. I3ut Parker says usable crop," he said.

Turkey prices: how low will they go?
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Hafford Morris of Kirksey grew a 2% pound sweet potato in his garden.
He Is also pictured with a two pound pear picked from a tree at Junior
Compton's house In Kirksey.

Prices consumers pay for turkeys
arc about to take a zig-zag lower as
Thanksgiving approaches.
"Grocery stores know that consumers huying turkeys also buy
many other accoutrements to go
with the big bird. If they can lure
consumers into the store with low
often sometimes
turkey prices
lower than the price they pay for
them they will more than make up
the lower prices by selling other
Thanksgiving items," said Lee
Meyer, Extension agricultural economist with the University of Ken-

tucky -College of Agriculture..
While lowering turkey prices
close to the holiday is an annual
evont, consumers may find hams
less pricey as the day approaches.
Meyer said that unprocessed ham
prices have dropped 40 percent
since last year at the same time. And
although the processing costs :which account for a substantial
portion of the cost consumers pay -have remained stable, some of the
savings from the unprocessed meat
may be passed on to consumers as
lower prices.

A little good news:
Elimination of tobacco price support appears dead
WILSON, N.C. (AP) — Mention the notion of eliminating the
price support system for tobacco
in this tobacco-rich town and
expect one answer: No way.
This is the place where bumper
stickers proclaim "Enjoy Smoking" and state politicians flock
every fall to help open the state's
largest tobacco market. Nearly
every business depends on
tobacco. •
Earlier this year, Rep. Charlie
Rose, D-N.C., proposed eliminating the price•-aapport system,
Which is financed by farmers'
fees and administered by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. He
suggested that the government
pay farmers for their allotments,
then allow the free market to
govern future sales.
Several dramatic changes have
occurred since Rose first floated
his idea: A majority of Republicans were elected to the House;
cigarette companies are negotiating to buy 700 million pounds of
surplus tobacco: and health care
reform and its higher cigarette
tax stalled."Charlie Rose's idea is dead,"
said Rep.-elect Walter B. Jones
Jr., a North Carolina Republican.
Jones' district is rich in tobacco,
as is all of eastern North Carolina. Tobacco remains the largest
cash crop in the state.
"It's not going to help tobacco

families," Jones said. "We've
got to look at the long-term
future of tobacco."
,
Not so fast, countered Rose
aide Keith Pitts.
A buyout of the price stabilization system is in the long-term
interests of the tobacco business,
Pitts said. Buying the surplus
tobacco is the short-term fix.
"As far as we're concerned,
the buyout is still on the table,"
Pitts said Thursday as the ,congressman negotiated with the
tobacco companies. "We're dealing with a short-term issue right
now with the buydown and trying
to stabilize quotas. We need to
ease into a more market-driven
program.
"What you have to look at
With any major overhaul in the
tobacco program is basically
who's helped and who's hurt."
Thousands of farmers were put
out of business when quotas were
bought up in 1985-86 and farmers were assessed fees to run
the program, he. said.
Many farmers fear Rose's plan
could be hurtful, too..
"It would cost our federal government too much money," said
JoAnn White, who raises 130
acres of tobacco with her husband. "The government is broke
now."
Under Rose's plan, the government would use proceeds from a
•

Lighting Special
Of The Week
Traditional solid brass post
light will dress up your
lawn. Matching wall mount
also available. Polished
brass, white and brass, and
weathered brass finish.

'2995
'H'OLESALE

206 E. MaIn

•

and balanced flow of tobacco."
-Mrs. White said she is also
worried that a buyout would put

small farmers out of business.
Farmer Thomas Hart, however,
likes the idea. If he didn't have to
pay the stabilization cooperative
an administrative fee of 25 cents
to 60 cents a pound, he could sell
his tobacco cheaper. Chea_per
U.S. tobacco is one goal of U.S.
cigarette companies. Tobacco
from Zimbabwe, for example,
sells for about 70 cents per
pound. U.S. tobacco averages
about $1.70 a pound.
"I don't see why anybody
would be bothered about it,"
Hart said as he strolled through a
farm show in Wilson on Wednesday. "There's not many fluecured farmers who wouldn't sell
their allotment for $7.50 a pound.
It will get so expensive to run the
program that we can't afford it."
Rose said the plan was sparked'
by the 'lack of support from U.S.
cigarette- companies for domestic
tobacco growers, Cigarette manufacturers are cutting back on the
amount of tobacco they buy from
growers, he said, because of the
price.

Billy P'Pool, M.D.
Family Medicine
is now accepting appointments.
Walk-ins Welcome
For Appointments Call

753-8194

THERE'S HO EXCUSE
FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.

"When one cuts turkey prices or
ham prices, the others do likewise,"
Meyer said.
In small towns where the grocery
store is the only one around, the
price cuts may not go as deep as they
are in more competitive situations,
Meyer said.
—Some consumers may want to
pick up a turkey or two when they
are in .close vicinity to a more
competitive market. To drive very
far, however,simply to buy a turkey
or ham at bargain prices may be
false economy," he said.

Insure
your car
and your home
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Ask about
additional
discounts
for both.

1-800-77T1960

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Herold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY a TN
759-1033 or 75.3-01373
431 S. 12th St. • Murray

• Daiiy & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

--We'll always be there for you.
SAM.. Insurance Co... Horn. 051.se Colombia. MO

JOIN US THIS

HANKSGIVIN
Enjoy a traditional
Thanksgiving feast
with turkey,
homemade dressing
and all the trimmings!
Open
Thanksgiving Day
10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Closed Friday. Noe. 25

1.
7
‘
7

Thanksgiving Menu IncludesTurKey • Ham
.
Cornbread Dressiog
,
Mashed Potatoes • Gravy • Sweet fotato
Cranberry Sauce and Cranberry Salad
Tossed Salad • Graham Cracker Fluff
Spiced Apples • Corn • Green Beans • Limas
Dinner Rolls • Cornbread
Pies...Pumpldn, Pecan, Mincemeat, Cherry,
Apple. Lemon Meringue, Raspberry Cream
Red Velvet Cake
/1: stsing Prick*, Aprly)

759-4880
Medical Arts Building.
• Suite 205E
300 S. 8th St. • Murray \

LECTRIC
SUPPLY

propo.sed increase in the federal
cigarette tax to buy back tobacco
allotments — which could cost
more than $10 billion.
Rose proposed paying growers
about $7.50 a pound — more
than four times the going price —
in. return for abandoning their
quotas and price support system.
The payout would amount to
about $16,000 per acre and be
paid over 10 years.
Tobacco is grown in more than
20 states, with two-thirds of the
crop from North Carolina and
Kentucky. In 1991, North.Carolina grew 63.4 million pounds
worth $1.1 billion. Kentucky
grew 480 million pounds worth
$960 million.
Washington spends up to $60
million a year to administer price
supports and provide variety of
research, information and marketing services. Government allots
production, aiming to guarantee
growers minimum prices and provide what it calls "an adequate

Smart shoppers need to watch
and wait to get the best price on their
holiday fowl -and ham, he said.
"Generally, the closer to Thanksgiving, the lower the pride," Meyer
said. "Often the best prices of the
holiday season are just before
Thanksgiving, so consumers may
want to buy their Christmas turkey
around Thanksgiving."
He said that grocery stores in
large cities follow an oligopolistic
mentality -- meaning that Managers
play follow the leader in cutting
prices.
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GOP governors are worried

- • That gets more difficult if
-WHITE -SULPHUR-SPRINGS,
Republicans in Congress and in
W.Va. (AP) — It is the primest
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
state capitals all try to cut taxes
of times to be a Republican govat the same time. And there were
ernor. They are resurgent, in
some major Republican state viccharge in 30 of the 50 states,
'Where there is no vision, the people perish'
tories built around just that
political power brokers — even
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
promise.
prospective contenders — in the
Walter
Mears
Gov.-elect George Pataki of
arenas that will nominate a RepuNew York, a Republican trophy
blican challenger for the 1996 , Associated Press columnist
state with the defeat of Democrat
presidential election.
that cost money but don't provide
still unsettled. Ten came as stu- Mario Cuomo, pledged a 25 perHeady days indeed.
manThose
are
the
unfunded
it.
dents, about twice as many veter- cent state tax cut over four years.
But right behind the celebradates governors have griped
ans to serve as the faculty, for Now he's looking at a budget that
tions comes the business, the
about for years.
two days of seminars on topics wonl stretch to balance even
budgeting, the search for revenue
like budgeting, dealing with under the current tax code.
to balance spending,. the heavy,
The governors association has
Washington, and the social and
In Connecticut, Republican
duty of governing. ,
no quarrel with the balanced
family pressures of 'their new 'John Rowland said he -7v-oulc1budget amendment that House
-And in those tasks, the reinroles.
: phase Out an income ta2t that took
forced GOP governors- are just Republicans have made 'their top°
handling Washington_ May be'.1r:effect three years ago,'llua it covpriority. But they're wary of cost- the toughest course of all, regardlike the Democials and the indeers nearly 28 percent of a state
would
be
that
Dean
said
shifting;
pelIdent from Maine — they
less of their party lineups. The budget- already in the red.
_
usual.
politics
as
dishonest
.could have headaches with an
governors do their work in 50
Like the congressional Repus incoming Republican Congress
Dean said the Republican govcapitals, separately, with neither blicans, he talks of cutting spendBy JILL LAWRENCE
bent on cuts in spending and tax- ernors ought tribe helptul getting
AP Political Writer
the direct leadership nor the col- ing to make ends meet with lower
cs, a course that has sometimes
that message to the GOP Con- lective muscle • that works in taxes.
--WASHINGTONTAP) — ThereMtle mystery to Newt Gingrich—
forced costs babk upon the states. gress. They won't have to wait Congress.
'New Jersey Gov. Christine
as he ascends to the speakership of the House. His own words —
long — when school is out here, --- Too often for their liking. COM; Todd Whitman, elected a year
tell- tiniCh about wliat—he cascades- and bullet-clips- of words
-Gov.-William F. Weld of Mastheir
to
GOP governors are going
gress, or the federal bureaucracy, ago on a promise to cut state
believes and what he wants.
sachusetts, re-elected by landown Republican Governors' decides how they should govern. income' taxes, is on the faculty
The Georgia Republican, architect of the GOP House takeover
slide, said in an interview that
Association meeting in WilliamsRepublicans in Congress say this time. She's up against budget
that will make him speaker next year, has been a rhetorical provoit's worth the : pressure' because
burg, Va., and the new leaders of they'll pay for tax cuts with pressures that make the pledge
cateur since his arrival in 1979.
government is simply too big and
Congress will be there.
spending cuts. That's been said hard to- keep — but the strategy
His words have inspired and divided, enraged and illuminated.
too costly. "You've got to shrink
before and hasn't quite worked has made her a national
In his strategist mode, Gingrich has been prodding his party for
the size of the beast," he said.
An expanding . economy is
out.
reputation.
years to get out of its defeatist, minority habits. Some of his
•boosting state revenues and helpNo one was disputing that at a
But something has to give. All
Teach the new class of gover/advice: National Governors' Association
ing to balance budgets, but the
but the most draconian of eco- nors how to do it, and she'll
"We must master the art of dominating the headlines," he told a
governors-elect,
assessment
is
for
association's
self
cram course
nomizers acknowledge the need deserve an honorary degree.
Republican women's group in 1985.
thatitates are "staring down the
but with a touch of caution.
• "Running as the people who will protect the past airet going to
some major Spending for a social safety net, to catch
barrel
of
of
VerHoward
Dean
Gov.
and cover the neediest. ReformEDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
cut it," he warned as' Republicans contemplated life after Reagan at
pressures" with the new lineup in
mont, a Democrat and chairman
ing welfare will save money, but R. Mears, vice president and
a March 1987 retreat.
Congress.
of the association, said that
"We're not big enough, we don't run aggressively 'enough, we
there are costs attached. Cuts in columnist for The Associated
Democratic Congresses have
don't stay in the game fulltime," he lamented on Nov. 9, 1989,
There are a dozen Republican education, housing and other fed- Press, has reported an
been all to willing to tell the
after GOP candidates for Virginia governor, New Jersey governor
Washington and national poligoy-a-loll:elect, three Democrats, eral programs leave gaps to be
states what to do by passing laws
and New York City mayor had lost.
tics for more than 30 years.
one independent, and one contest dealt with elszwhere.
And when one of his daughters announced before the 1992 GOP
convention that she disagreed with her. father and supported abortion righti, he said: "Both my family and my party are'strong
enough to have healthy, spirited debates."
Gingrich said he intends to cool some of his fiery speech as
speaker, though the day after the election he was calling the White
Lexington Herald-Leader
legislature in coming years. But if they do, it won't be because they
House staff "left-wing elitists" and President Clinton and his wife,
Over the past decade or so, we have used these columns on
have no opposition. It will be because they have earned it from
Hillary, "counterculture McGovernicks."
/numerous occasions to lament the lack of a true two-party system
voters in a real two-party, system.
Over the years, much of Gingrich's rhetoric has centered on the
in Kentucky.
That's the reality in Kentucky now. And it's about time.
House and the Democrats who are losing control of it for the first
That's one thing we won't have to worry about anymore.
time in four decades.
The recent elections sent a clear message. There is a two-party
The Ledger-Independent, Maysville
"The problems of the U.S. House and Senate are Much more
'system in this state flow. And no matter what you may think of
fundamental and much more dangerous to your values than you
some of the Republican candidates who won ... that has to be good
November 12 was the opening day of deer season in Kentucky,
(Republicans) have any notion of," he said on Oct. 13, 1987. "The
for the state.
and we have one thing to say to both hunters and non-hunters who
next administration ought'to look up here and recognize that CapiThe Democratic Party has held almost sovereign power in state
plan to be outside: Let's be careful out there.
tol Hill is not currently dominated by reasonable, normal people."
government for decades. The results are what can be expected
Each year, we write a story about a hunter who is accidentally
And two years later: "As long as we retain 99 percent re- .
corrupwhen any party rules unchallenged: arrogance, ineptitude,
wounded or killed during-gun season. Even more tragic perhaps are
election of incumbents, we're going to have scoundrels, because
tion — and eventually, a reaction from voters.
the stories about innocent campers, hikers or farmers who are mispower does corrupt."
Democrats still control both chambers of the legislature, but their
taken for a prize buck and gunned down by careless hunters who
That same year, he told the Christian Science Monitor, "I didn't
margin in the state Senate will give them only tenuous control. In
shoot at the first sign of movement.
come here to pleasantly rise on an escalator of self-serving comthe governor's office, Democrat Brereton Jones looks like the lampromises." It was a reflection on his controversial
and successest of lame ducks. On the sidelines, Larry Forgy (along with
Anyone venturing into wooded areas — regardless of the restricful — campaign the year before to bring down Speaker Jim Wright
others) is smiling and getting ready to run in the 1995 governor's
tions on hunting — should wear hunter's orange on their heads,
on ethics violations.
race. And a new generation of potential GOP candidates will be
their backs and their chests. Better yet, wait until gun season is
Gingrich wa,s somewhat easier on President Reagan after the
looking at state and local races with newly hopeful eyes.
over (Nov. 22) to enjoy a walk in the woodlands. The temperatures
Iran-Contra affair.
It's hard to see into the future, of course. Democrats may hold
may be colder, but that's little inconvenience compared to life in a
"It's essentially a sobering but not a scandalous report," Ginonto the governor's office next year. They may retain control of the
wheelchair or worse .
grich said of the Tower Commission Report on Feb. 26, 1987. "He
is not going to regain our trust and our faith easily," he said of
Reagan, but added that'the country does not want to see him
destroyed."
A sampling of his views on other figures:
—"It's not that Dukakis isn't a patriot. It's that Dukakis is nuts.
His value system has no relation to reality," on the 1988 Democratic presidential nominee in a pre-clection speech to the California
Republican Party.
habit of pushing the Big D levFRANKFORT, Ky. (Al')
—"Hc's clearly the leading intellectual'House Republican of my
er," Hogancamp said. "They
These are heady days for Kenlifetime. It's like losing Theodore Roosevelt," he said in December
were not going to give their vote
tucky Republicans, who right:tally
of the same year, reflecting on Jack Kemp's impending departure
to anybody just because of the
bask in the general election's
from the House.
radiant glow.
party label."
—"Clinton sort of goes after whatever he thinks of next. There's
But one wonders what might
That seemed apparent in the
no discipline. It's maddening to get the president to focus his schehave been. What if the GOP had
absence of any coattails for
Charles
Wolfe
dule. But you've got to work with the human being you've got. He
fielded a candidate for every
Hogancamp to ride. In her three
makes up for.it by his enormous energy, his enormous zest for the
An Associated Press News Annalysis
counties, "they were not pressing
available seat in the General
game," from an Oct. 26, 1993 breakfast, describing the joint GOPthe Republican button because I
Assembly?
White House effort to pass the North American Free Trade
The party's legislative gains al votes were cast for Republican star by winning the got more votes than Ed WhitAgreement.
4th District House seat for field," she said.
were fairly impressive, especially Republicans.
Gingrich was a severe skeptic of warming relations between the
McCracken, Livingston and Crit"I think, no doubt, if we'd had
in the Senate. Republicans picked
Carmack last week seemed not
United States and former Soviet Union. In 1984 he wrote in his
up three Senate seats, shaving the more candidates we would have tenden counties.
unduly concerned that so many
book "Window of Opportunity" that "many analysts feel that we
The incumbent, Democrat Rex
won more elections," state RepuDemocratic majority to 21-17.
races lacked a Repuare entering a period during which the Soviet- Union will have
Smith, did not seek re-election. legislative
blican Chairman Terry Carmack
They gained eight seats in the
contestant. He was instead
enough power to pursue adventurist policies around the world with"I probably wouldn't have run if blican
House but did not appreciably said.
toward 1996 and taking
out fear of American response."
I'd been running against an looking
That they did not have more
loosen the Democratic grip. The
heart from the results of Nov'. 8.
The following year, he said an approaching meetinge,between
incumbent," Hogancamp said.
majority remains a comfortable candidates probably was testa"By winning two and three
Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev was "the most
63-37.
ment to the forces of incumbency
Instead, she ran against Jimmie seats this time, it will make our
dangerous summit for the West since Adolph Hitler met with
and political tradition. Recruiting Morphew, who had tics to labor jobs easier in 1996," he said.
The numbers are important
(Neville) Chamberlain in 1938 at Munich."
Republicans to run for the Gener- and may have counted on the reg- "This is a multi-step process. We
because the party in power conIn 1987, at a Martin Luther King Day observance, he offered a
al Assembly has never been easy ion's Democratic traditionalism
will use the successes of 1994 to
trols committee chairmanships
sample approach to the reading problem: "The No. 1 thing that has
in the Jackson Purchase.
to carry him to Frankfort.
recruit for the elections of 1996.
and the flow of legislation.
driven American society is getting more ... For all the dollars we've
"For
so
long,
me
it's
for
just
"I
think
they
voted
been
a
It will especially be easier if by
A continued Democratic
spent on remedial education, we could have bribed most people to
losing battle," said Paducah's
because people are finally look- that time we have elected a Repumajority in the 100-member
learn."
Kathy
(are)
out
of
the
Hogancamp,
issues
and
suddenly
a
ing
at
blican governor."
House was virtually assured
Gingrich sees the current chaos as a prelude to renewal through
1.•••.,•••
Like Carmack, Hogancamp
before the first ballot was cast on
• the information revolution, and compares the period to the Renaispredicted more Republicans from
Nov. 8.
sance. "What seems to us, looking back in history, a brilliant,
Forty-nine Democratic House
her region Would try to duplicate
exciting period of innovation seemed to its contemporaries a terReaders and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
candidates had no Republican
her feat in 1996.
rifying collapse of the existing order," he wrote in an introduction
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
opponent.
Nine
were
from
deep
"Something has changed in
to a 1994 book by two of his \intellectual beacons, futurists Alvin
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folin western Kentucky, where
western Kentucky," she said.
and Heidi Toffler.
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
Republican Ed Whitfield ousted
"They scrutinize the candidates
In a 1991 article in the L.A. Times Magazine, Gingrich vowed:
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
Democratic U.S. Rep. Tom
more closely. If Republicans have
"I will not rest until I have transformed the landscape of American
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
Barlow.
any sense, they'll take that oppor
politics."
he more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doubleWhat might have been?
tunity to run."
Earlier this-month, after having achieved the transformation, he
spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
In legislative races that feamade what has become his signature statement:
and to limit frequent writers.
tured Derhocrats running against
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
"I am very prepared to cooperate with the Clinton adminjsfraLetters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Republicans — in House races as
reporter for The Associated
tion. I am not prepared to compromise."
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
well as Senate races — more totPress.
1 ,hhsher

Managing Editor '

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

ANALYSIS

Newt Gingrich is a
speaker in waiting,
a talker from way back

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

What might have happened?

Just drop us a line ...
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Today Editor
Family YMCA plans day camp
The Murray Family YMCA will have a Turkey Break Day Camp,
on Friday, Nov. 25, the day after Thanksgiving. The camp will be at
North Calloway Elementary School and will run from 6:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Children from both school systems are welcome to attend.
All children must have a current YMCA membership and bring a sack
lunch. Call April Lane at 759-9622 to register your child or to find out
more information.

MHS Tigers Send-off Thursday
The Murray High School Tiger Football Team will be honored at a
Football Send-off on Thursday, Nov. 24,. at 5 p.m. in the JCPcnney
parking lot. This will be prior, to.. their leaving for thc s
semi-linals'gameAVafi-,Harrodshurg on Friday, Nov. 25, at 7:31 p.m.,
' Eastern Stafidard -Time. Fans planning to go to the gatne and who,i'eed
overnight. accomfnodations..may call John Weatherly at 759-4578 for
inforniation. Weatherly, president of Murray J3oosters, urges all fans
and boosters to be at the parking lot on Thursday toigive the players
and coathes a rousing sendoff.
•

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 22,
:at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Turn Youg Life Around'.
v, ill be the subject of the inspirational program to be led by Janice
Robertson. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults,, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,:753-0224, or
Linda, 437-4414.

VFW Post and Auxiliary will meet
; Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 and its Ladies' Auxiliary v,tII
! have, their regular meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 22, at 7 p.m. at the
National Guard Armory. All eligible and interested persons are invited
to attend.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Support.Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 22, at
4:30 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A group discussion will be held. November is National Alzheimer Awareness Month. This month marks the ninth anniversary of
the local support group. In honor of this special occasion, anniversary/
cake will be served. All past, present and prospective members are
welcorne_ Free .sitter ,service during meetings is provided by Shared
Care Adult Day program. P,ersons should call 753-0576 or 762-1537
by Monday at 4 p.m. for sitter sers ice.

Glendale changes meeting place

icy
DM

Glendale Road Church of Christ will have its annual Thanksgiving
devotional service on Wednesday, Nov. 23, a1
-7 p.m. in the auditorium of Weaks Community Center, Seventh. and Poplar Streets, Murray. This was the former location of the Glendale Road Church. John
Dale, minister, invites the public to attend.

First Baptist changes services
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Kimberly Kaye Moore and
Joseph August Baust Jr. to marry

Kelly Doren Redman and
Mark Anthony Workman to marry

Moore-Baust wedding Redman and Workman
wedding to be Dec. 31 wedding will be Feb. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Moore of Rancho Cucamonga, CAI ,
announce-the engagement of their daughter, Kimberly Kaye Moore, to
Joseph August Baust Jr., son of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Baust of
Murray.
Miss Moore is the granddaughter of Clovis and Edna Dugger of
Nashville, Tenn., and of Frank and Frances Moore of Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
Mr-Baust Jr. is the grandson of the late August and Mary Baust of
Philadelphia, Pa., and of the late Roger and Winnic Morgan of Old
Hickory, Tenn. _'
The bride-elect will be a December 1994 graduate of Murray State
University. She will graduate with a Bachelor of Science degree in
Elementary Education.
The groom-elect is a May.1994 graduate of Centre College, Danvil7
lc. He graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Biology ind is
currently pursuing a Master's in Biology at Murray State University.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Dec. 31, at First. United
Methodist Church, Murray.

Mr. and WS. James E. Redman of Carmi, Ill., announce the
engagement. of their daughter, Kelly Dawn Redman of Paducah, 'to
Mark -Anthony Workman of Murray, son of Mrs. Faye Nell Cherry
of
Hazel and Dan Lynn Workman of Murray.
Miss Redman is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hoy of
Camn, Ill.
.
Mr. Workman is the grandson of Mrs. Hinda H. Thomas of Hazel
and the late Cooper Thomas, and of Lester Workman of Murray and
the late Mrs. Iva Mae Workman.
The bride-elect is a 1992 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science in Fashion Merchandising. She is employed
with Lerner of New York in Paducah.
The groom-elect, a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High Scfitol,
is a 1992 graduate of Murray State ,Oniversity with a- Bachelor of Science in Safety Engineering. He is employed with the City of Murray.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Feb. 4, 1995, at First Christian Church, Murray.

Party for second birthday
held at the Cannon home

Tour of homes planned

First Baptist Church will have its regular Wednesday night activities on Tuesday. Nov. 22, bCcause of the Thanksgiving holiday. A fellowship supper will be served at 5:30 p.m. with prayer meeting at
6:30 p.m. and Sanctuary Choir rehearsal at 7:30 p.m.

Brittany Jo Cannon celebrated
her second birthday on Friday,
Nov. 11.
A party on the theme of "Barney" was held at her home with
relatives attending.
'She is the daughter of Dale and
Lana Cannon of Murray. Three
brothers are William Holt, Joshua
Holt, and Bradley Cannon.
Her grandparents are Harley
and Paulette Cannon. of Calvert
City, Elijah and JoAnn Balentine
of Almo, and Mrs. Merle Blythe
of Paioli, Ind.

Bridge planned at Oaks club
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Nov.
3, at 9:30 a.m, at the club. Hostess 'will be Ada Roberts. 753-2259.

Local AARP Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the American Association of
Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, Nov. 22:at noon at the Holiday
Inn. The guest. speaker will be Cindy Ragsdale, Licensed Social
Worker, who wilt-talk about "Alzheimer's," according to Prentice
Dunn, program chairman. Mancil Vinson, president; urges all members and interested persons to attend. A meeting of the Board of
Directors will be at 11:15 a.m, prior to the chapter meeting.

Explorers selling fruit
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Murray Medical .Explorers is now selling Florida oranges and
grapefruit from Best Citrus of Florida. The sales will continue until
Nov. 29. The purpose of the sale is to raise funds for the Medical
Explorer post. To place your orders or for more information .call
Kathy Hodge at 762-1381 or Jeromy Painter at 753-4162.

Army looking for bellringers
The Rev. Kerry Lambert, chairman of The Salvation Army's Christmas Appeal, is currently looking for clubs, organizations and student
groups who would like to donate their time to ring bells during the
Christmas season. The trademark red kettle will be stationed at WalMart starting the Friday after Thanksgiving for five consecutive
weekends as well as the evenings of the week before Christmas. A
plaque will be awarded to the highest collection received by a community organization or club and a university or student organization.
If ,you are interested, call Rev. Lambert at 753-6565.

Tory Holton
is initiated
LEXINGTON — Tory Holton
has been initiated as a pledge
member of the Beta Zeta Chapter
of Delta Delta Delta sorority at
Transylvania University.
Holton is a 1994 graduate of
Murray High School. She is the
daughter of Mike and Vicky Holton of Murray.
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CARE

)at

We can provide information and coverage for your

HOME
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR. FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Harold "Jack' Romaine
Hafted In KY L TN
75-1033 sr 7S3•0473
401 S Itth St • Murray

'011111R

o
Well always be there for you.
%eft, Insumece Cos Home 0111ce Colurrtee MO

•\icki.cicu3
Thanksgiving Day Buffet
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

$7.95

Imhof,. Dey•crt & Drink

Turkey & Dressing Mashed Potatoes
Roast Reef
& Gravy
w/Au kis
Candied Yarns
Raked Ham
Whole Kernel Corn
Raked Apples

Desserts
Pumpkin Pie
Pumpkin Crunch
Sheet Cakes
Cobblers

Hwy. 641 South • Murray, KY • 753-5986
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The annual Holiday Tour of Homes by the Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be Sunday, Dec. 11, from 1 to 4 p.m. Homes
will include those of Lynn Houston at 1101 Sycamore St.; Dale and
Donna Brunswick, 1556 Canterbury; Franklin and Carolyn Carroll, 1607
Cardinal; and J.D. and Ann Williams, 904 Olive St. Cost of the tickets
will be $5 each and they can be purchased at Santa's Attic, from Kappa
members, or at the door the day of the tour. Pictured are Wanda Johnson and Lynda Chaney, Kappa members, checking one of the tickets.
Proceeds from the tour will go to benefit Rape Victim Services. I

Her great-grandparents are
Mrs. Mary Coursey and-the late
Leon Coursey of Almo and Mrs.
Eula Eyrie of Paioli, Ind.

SEE 111-IAT HISTORIC
PADUCAH HAS IN STORE FOR
YOU THIS CHRISTNI kS
Call for our free
Holiday Calendar ofEvents
I'ad 1 co 1 1 -Md'nickel]
Tourist ;mil f'otivenlion
-117 S. 4th SInict, 1'.().
Paducah. Kentucky
42002 0090

90

1-800-359-4775

pac

LOCATOR
1-800-6771116
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Genealogical
Society has
books on sale

Storey's

_4

Calloway County Genealogical
Society 'met Tuesday, Nov. 1, at •
4 p.a. in the Atnef of Calloway
County Public Library.
Li/ FIRM n presented the program on Her French Huguenot
Ancestry and the Michaux Family
in Calloway County."
A report on the progress in the
restoration of England Cemetery
was -given by Aisle E. Jones.
The society has reprinted the
volumes on Calloway County
Records and has them for sale.
For more information call
753-8220 or 753-9700.
Visitors are welcome to attend
the meetings held each first Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Annex of the
Calloway County Public Library.
The Annex is the Victorian house
beside the public library on Main
Street, Murray.

CALENDAR
Monday, Nov. 21
"Family Pilgrim Day" for families With
children in Calloway County School
District/3'30 p m./East Elementary
School
u;ra y
MCity
City Council/5:30 p.m./"
Hall.
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce Board/4.45 p.m,
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board 5 30 p Fn./Murray City Hall
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 pm /club house.
55 & AITW-Group of University
Church , of Christ/guests of University
Christian Student Center/6.15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers III/4 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Praise/7 p.m
Star Trek Fan Club/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./Christopher's
Restaurant Info/753-0817 or
753-3595.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6 30 p m /Water Valley
Community Center
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 1114 p.m.;
Friendship/Hannah Circle/7 p.m. in
parlor.'
First Christian Church events include
Boy ^Scout Troop 77 at 6'30 p m
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting 8 p.mlArnerican-Legion Build;ng South Sixth and Maple Streets
1r.t.) 753-8136 or 435-4314,
Quad-State Junior High Festival/7
p m./Curris Center, Murray State
University.
Tuesday, Nov. 22
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p m./board office.
Fox! Calloway Elementary School
• ; ed Decision Making Council/4
.
Lounge.
North Douglas Committee/5:30
p m /Murray City Hall.
VFW Post 6291 and Ladies'
Auxiliary/7 p miNational Guard
'---Armory.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
am Story Hour/10:30 am
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info 762-1100
Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARP
.
.
noon/Holiday Inn.
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9:30 a.m
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Dexter Center/senior activities/9•30

IIaP1

•We Accept US Govt.
rood Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Food Giant

We Will B
PRICES GI

*We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
COUNTRY CREEK
GRADE 'A' LARGE

PLAIN OR SELF RISING
MARTHA WHITE

SWEET SUE

CHICKEN BROTH taw
,111,33

CORN MEAL MIX

hitir.
srroo'
tzacrtrs.;,1

sitlifiOtt
WITH ONE FILLED
;MART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

SPO

(

COCA\
Ili COLA

we.

SELF-RISING SUNFLOWER

FLOUR

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

•

•

Home Owned 8
Home Operated

GREEN GIANT ,
CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE
e KERNEL GOLDEN CORN,k
' FRENCH STYLE OR (et
CUT GREEN BEANS
OR SWEET PEAS
10 TO 15 OZ. CAN

DIET COKE, CAFFEINE FREE,
SPRITE, TAB, MELLO YELLO
OR MINUTE MAID

11
'
0

An-a-RICO
OR OLDEN ROD

U.S

SII

2% OR WHOLE

MILK

3

FOR si

1111111111111 1

1

COOL
WHIPPED TOPPING

AT
PORKOIBEIANS

FLAV-0-RICH

EGG NOG OR
BOILED CUSTARD

LAYS

P01

WITH COUPON BELOW

,
=I

r

000

—

[Moe
Bonnet

CRISCO

SHORTENING A

VIVA

PAPER TOWELS k

3 LB. WI

PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CRUSE

59 SQ. 11'. ROLL

0 $I99

KRAFT REG. OR LIGHT
PHILADELPHIA BRAND

MARGARINE

CREAM
HEESE

C

RE

8 OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD
HYDE PARK CREAM CHEESE
8 OZ. 7W

PRAIRIE FARMS

run a WAGNALLS

ALUMINUM SFOIL

ENCYCLOPEDIAS
VOLUMES 1-26

ON SALE NOW!

LUOR

HYDE PARK

2

Lipton

Pic.CrustSbds;

loodis&Basee

corroNELLE

HYDE PARK

BATH
TISSUE

WHIPPED
TOPPING

NOODLESSAUCE
iiriN

4 ROLL PKG.

8 OZ. REG. OR LIGHT

4 TO 5 OZ. PKG.

-

PIE
SHELLS

RICE rSAUCE

am

Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities,
Grace Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m Library
open 10-11 30 am.
Memorial Baptist Church • events
include Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Trustees/noon/Pagliai's,
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 am. and 3 p m
Fellowship Supper/5 -30 p m . prayer
meteing/6 30 p.m.: Sanctuary
Choir/7.30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
YAAC meeting,7 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win/6 30
,o m /Gleason Hall
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer 5 15 pm
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 pm/American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray
Social Security representative/10:30
a m •12 30 p m 'Calloway County
FrUblic Library
Murray Moose Club events include
regular
officers meeting/7 p
meetingt p m
Murray State Univei;sityThOen's
Basketball team vs. Finnish National
Team/7 30 p m /Racer arena
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8 30 a m to 12'30 pm. and 1:30
to 4 30 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4 30 p.m info/762-3383
Lend Between the Lakes events
include City of Stars" 11 a m and 2
p m /Golden Pond Visitor Center
Nature Center and Homeplace closed
1000.800-455-5897
01
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SAVE

COUPONS
11 •=1,1111.
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RV0020

P08 11 020
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With This Coupon

Sealtest Sour Cream
16 oz. Carton

Regular & Sugar Free, instant, 4 Serving Size

Good Week of 11/16,04 In,, 11.24/94
Loot One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storeys Food Giant

Good Week or 1 1/16/94 Thru I 1,
64
24,
Limo One Coupon Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storey's Food Giant

Good Week of 11/18/94 Thu 11/24/94
Lona One Coupon PM Purchase
Good Only Al Storey's Food Gaol

•

With This Coupon

With This Coupon
When You Buy One 8 Oz. Cool Whip'
Whipped Topping (all varieties)

Jell-0° Pudding
I

•

31

•
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F.0(11,040

COUPON

RV0040

P08-It 055

I I 7.

C CElt. J4
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99‘

1r,

I F 11..41.,11
With This Coupon
On Two (2) 10 oz. or 10.5 oz. Bags of

/

•

%

Good Week 01 Iri,o194 Thru 11/24/4
trim One Coupon Pip Purchase
Good Only At Stotoys Food Giant

AitTec4 t*.4411`fi
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Regular & Sugar Free, 4 Serving Size

Good WI. Of 11,1694 Thru 11,24,04
Lirnil One COUPOn P.1 Purchase
Goof Only At Siotey's Food Giant
•
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With This Coupon

Jell-O® Gelatin

14 oz. Angel Flake Coconut

Good Week ol 11,18/94
Loot Oo• CooPOn Per Purchase
Good Only Al Storeys Food Otere

CCBR74
JF1.10
sir &tar

With This Coupon

Kraft* Marshmallows
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-DOUBLE
COUPONSNOW AT STOREYS

Happy Thanksgiving

FOOD GIANT
Double your money back on
all manufacturer $ coupons,
up to 50C
Restrictions
apply. See store for more
details.

Big 9 Day Sale

ci

We Will Be Open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thanksgiving Day
PRICES GOOD WED. 11/16/94 THRU THURS. 11/24/94

iht

-DOUBLE COUPONS-

HYDE PARK GRADE A

TURKEYS

Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

W/POP-UP TIMER

•
CAMPBELLS
CREAM OF MUSHROOM
SOUP
4
allk:

SUNFLOWER

:AL MIX

KRAFT

1
CRISCO
SHORTENING

MARSHMALLOW CREME

Ntrir:orn
k.leepur

FILLED
TER CARD

s.

-

GROGAN S PORK

7 SAUSAGE

U.S.D.A. BONELESS

SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST

10 LB. 6 UP
Limit I Please With
$15 Additional Purchase

WITH ONE num)
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

BONELESS WHOLE

Jackie Young and Melissa Hill
of Rt. 1, Box 606, Dexter, are the
parents of a son, Butch Lee
Young, born on Monday. Nov. 7,
at 6:48 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
three ounces and measured 21Y=
inches. A brother is Cody Allen
Hill, 2.
Grandparents are Arvin and
Nadine Hill and Ms. Sue Young,
Rt. 1, Dexter, and Carl Young of
Graysbn County.

4,

J
BONELESS

FIELD SLICED
REG. OR THICK

BUTTERBALL

PORK CHOng

TURKEYS

"ITEIL'IL

BOLOGNA

L

4r

Crosno twins
born Nov. 6
at hospital

LIGHT .\
BRAND
U.S.D.A. SPLIT

:AM
,ESE

FRYER
BREAST

DZ.

FAMILY PACK

BONELESS
HAMS

I CHEER!
)

HARPER WHOLE

DFSRla
IASI;0N

COUNTRY

IALLS

:DIAS

)

HALF OR WHOLE
FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

WIENERS

Field
Pro Le..? sr

26
IOW!

•

BAKERY

BARK

IALS

DRESSING
WITH GIBLET GRAVY .... LB.
I

$179

EGG-BUTTER $159
...... DOZ. A
EILO

DELI
is Coupon

HOMEMADE
299
IEESE BEl
OR CRUSE LOOS..EA.

ASSORTED

C

fflt

HOLIDAY
FRUIT SALAD

$199
LB. •

Is Coupon
1
rvIng Size
94

SEEDLESS NAVEL

ORANGES
SOUTHERN GROWN SWEET

POTATOES

FLORIDA

TANGERINES

LBS.

C CBM9

Serving Size
44

FRESH PRODUCE SPECIAL?

BLACK FORREST $N99
Ihir
46 OZ.
PIE
HOMEMADE

CRANBERRY
SALAD

444

LB.

$299

PADUCAH --- Nine Callossay
County natives were among the
248 students.on thelumor roll for
the first term at West Kentuck)
State Technical SChool.
A grade point average of at
least 3.5 is required for honor
status at West Kentucky 'Fedi.
Only 'A or full-time students are
eligible.
Local honor students are Sandrajoney, computer aided drafting, Monica Griffin;---t.o.nktillogy, Mark Flood, machine tool
Wright,
technology, Rand
masonry, Stacey West. surgiLal
technology, Michael Copeland
and Corey Wilson, welding, all of
Murray: James McMillen. electrical technology, Benton. Carla
Jackson, medical assisting, Alin°.
The school is one of 17 state
technical schools in the Kentuck
Tech System, offering more than
40 diploma level and 70 certificate level programs in technical/
industrial, business,, health and
"personal services.
The school's first_ term was
from Aug. 15 to Oct. 24

Young born

I LB.
2 LB. $2.98

Students are
-on honorroll--for first term

Butch Lee

PORK
LOIN

A

7A

DOLE PREMIUM

WASHINGTON RED 6 GOLD

BANANAS

APPLES

59,

agt

FRESH CRISP

CEL

FRESH IN-SHELL

PEANUTS

929

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Crosno of
Rt. 8, Box 560, Murray, are the.
parents of twins, a boy and a girl,
born on Sunday,. Nov. 6, at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A son, Jordan Thomas Crosno.
weighdig four pounds 15 oun
and measuring 18 inches
born at 6:23 a.m. A daughwr.
Jessica Lyndsey Crosno, weihing four pounds and m 'luring
_17 inches was born at 6.25 a.m.
The mother is the former MielelIc Spann.
Grandparents • are Ms. Ann
Spann and Mr. and Mrs. Rot,•-t
Spann of Murray and Mr
J.T. Crosno of 1'.:•
Gr4tirandparents
r
Ladeen Spann of Murray
and Mrs. James Williams and Ms.
Doris Vaughn of Paris, Tenn.
Great-great-grandmothers are Ms.
Nova Crocker of McKenzie,
Tenn., and Ms. Edna Arington of
Paris, Tenn.

Thanksgiving
service will
be at Palestine
The Aurora Area Ministerial
Alliance will conduct a community Thanksgiving service on Wednesday. Nov. 23, at 7 p.m. at
Palestine -United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Shelby Underhill,
pastor of Bethel Fellowship
Chapel, will bring the message.
The Rev. Calvin Clark is past at
Palestine.
Donations of food and money
will be divided between the Need
Lines of Murray-Calloway Coun-ty and Marshall County. A fel.lowship hour will follow the
service.
Other participating churches
are Aurora Christian, Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian, UnionL
Cumberland Presbyterian, Maple
Spring United Methodist, Russell
Chapel United Methodist, Union
Ridge United Methodist, and St.
Henry Catholic.
The public is invited to attend
this special service, according to
Mildred M. Losee, secretafytreasurer of the Aurora Area
Ministerial Alliance.
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Sunday's NFL results
20 Chilveilvid '3
Der,v, 32, Atanta 28
Otirpt 10
C.A Ftause,s, 24. New 0.1.tan•

City
ago 20.
• -ad 29. Grain Bay 20
a• apci1,s 17. Cinonnati 13
16, Miami 13, OT
gla-d 23 San Diego 17
1, Washington 7

19
NY Jets 31, Minnesota 21
Arlona 12, Phila.:101"a 6
Seattle 22, Tampa Bay 21
San FrancAco 31. L A tlarrs 27

MURRAY

PORTS

• BASKETBALL: Murray St men vs Puntamka lattar
730 p FT1 Racer Arena

'Necks topple Racers...Morehead
WIU's St. Sauver
shreds MSU 73-17

•

STEVE PARKER'Ledger 8 Times photo

State head coach Houston Nutt said he will remember Saturday's lopsided score at Western Illinois until next season, but it was still a painful
w.iv to end 1994 for 10 Racer seniors.

By STEVE PARKER
Illurmy St
0 14 3 0-17
Sports Editor
W. Minot.
i7 28 21 7-73
WIU-FG Jaws 19
MU-Philp,
61
inawc•olon
return
(.1ontos luck)
MACOMB, Ill. - Finally, the
WIU-SalAno 45pass from St Sams,(.100.8 610)
MSU-McCann I run (Lombard Na)
69-6 loss at Morehead in 1990
WIU-Elownes 46 paas from St Sonar Glom*
can be put to rest.
kick)
WIU-PNIIIpa 62-plant return (Joniwakiat- .Though it was a painful
MSU-Siwpard 10 pass from Taylor (Lombard
kick>
'ceremony.
WILI-1.4artin 2 pass from St Saxer (Joao. luck)
WIU-Pnillp. 43 punt return (Jones k)ck)
Western Illinois pushed MoreMSU-13 Lombard 31
head's 69 points into second'
:
,
1U
uiono
Tznarlp01ronSt Saw.,
i
Jona uc):
4..iJoowo
place all-time in The Murray State
MU-Mot/maid 56 On wow..
WiU-McDonald 4 run Jon.. kick)
record book after posting a 73-17
6-3,7B6
wjn over the Racers on a cold
1151.1 WA/
abgray Saturday
C down
Rush...yards
47-185 40-219
forgot
b
seniors,
tenbut
stehalor,
wsillbe
Passing
173
348
Room Yards
remembered by its coach.
0
iCal
Corrio-AP-Int
15-27-3 21-26-0
"I'm going to remember_ that
Puns
5-38
0-0
Fumbles-Lost
1-0
1-0
score," Racer head coach HousPenallnawYards •
4-19
4-42
Time col POW4wilon
31 20
28 40
ton Nutt said said after seeing his
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
team reduced to parenthetic referRUSHING-Murray St McGowan 19-118. Turner
ences in the Western Illinois
8-36, Surborough 2-15. McCann 5-13, Taylor 11-10.
Bland 2-(ninua 7) W IiInQ,$, McDonabl 22-170.
record book. "I don't think he
Arida 7-38. Roberson 3-15. Scott 4.10. Yoder
4-(0in0s 14)
(WIU coach Randy Ball) was tryPASSING-Murray SI. Taylor 13-24-1-167. Bona
1-2-1-1. Bland 0-1-1-0. W Illinois. Si. Saurar
ing to run up the score, we gave
19-23-320. Yoder 2-3-0-28
them a lot of points. I don't hold
RECEIV1NG-Murray St .Hall 5-79 McCann 4-27,
Soma, 2.43, Shepard 2-18, Kally 1-5. Icialants 1-1
it against the coach.
W
Twynar 5-116. Ardis 5-43. Sown., 3-75,
Sabino 2-56, McDonal 2-22. Ricoo 2-16. Allan 1-18,
"But I'm going to remember
Martin 1-2
the score and Western Illinois
coming into our place next year." series.
.
"I never played this game,
Murray State, which finishes
that's the way I'm going to look
5-6, looked younger, slower and
at it," senior denter Mike Gossett
smaller everytime WIU's cannon
said after wrapping up a solid
went off after a touchdown.
career. "I hope the (younger)
"That was ugly. We got flat
guys take something from it and
whupped,," Nutt explained after
know how hard they're gonna
the massacre. "The secondanei
have to work. But I'm going to
all limping around and those guys
remember UT-Martin, Austin
are too fast. That was just like
Peay and Eastern Illinois."
going against air. They were
Western Illinois (8-3) was
throwing against air today."
playing for a possible at-large
Leatherneck quarterback Rob
Division 1-AA playoff berth - St. Sauver was the beneficiary of
which is why they left their starters in the game until the final • See Page 9A

Slumping AFC finally gets edge over NFC
By BARRY WILNER
East after Pittsburgh took Miami
AP Football Writer
16-13 in overtime. Buffalo is tied
FC 5, NFC 0. Well, it cerwith the Jets at 6-5 thanks to its
tainly isn't the Super Bowl.
29-20 victory over Green Bay.
In five intraconference games
Those results tightened the
Sunday, AFC teams went AFC East and Central - Piusunboaten. Considering the cOnfer- burgh and Cleveland are tied for
ence's record the last decade in
first place - and the NFC Centrthe -NFL title game - 0-10 - al, with the Vikings (7-4) falling
that's more than surprising. It's
into a tie with Chicago for the
shocking.
top spot. The Bears defeated
The AFC winners were the
Detroit 20-10.
'
Bills, Raiders, Broncos and,
The Raiders held , off New.
:hawks. All except Seattle, Orleans 24-19, lifting them over
iiich beat Tampa Bay 22-21, .500 for the first time this season.
helped themselves in the playoff At 6-5, they are one game up on
Denver, which beat Atlanta
ew York's 31-21 victory at 32-28.
Minnesota lifted the Jets within a
Both trail Kansas City by a
i-ime of first place in the AFC game and San Diego by two in

Jets lead AFC charge
the suddenly tighter AFC West.
The Chiefs took Cleveland 20-13
and New England downed the
Chargers 23-17.
The only division leaders to
win Sunday were Dallas and San
Francisco. But the Cowboys lost
quarterback Troy Adcman to a
sprained knee in a 31,7 romp
over Washington. The 49ers had
to rally to beat the Los Angeles
Rams 31-27.
Also, it was Indianapolis 17,
Cincinnati 13, and Arizona 12,
Philadelphia 6.
Tonight, Houston can complete

a clean sweep for the AFC if it
beats the NFC's New York
Giants.
Jets 31, Vikings 21
At Minneapolis, Marcus Turner
tied a team mark with three interceptions, returning one 90 yards
for a score. Boomer Esiason
threw for three scores and Johnny
Mitchell had a career day with 11
receptions for 120 yards.
Warren Moon threw some bad
passes and the Jets turned them
into points.
"Certain things I did very stupid," Moon said. "I always try

MSU gets lesson
in 94-60 crushing
Hunt, Gray
lead Murray
Vr r iE

PARKER
; &tor

Murray State and Centar
had the usual exchange of
;,rior to Sunday night's
game in Racer Arena,
on began.
Coining into their final game
of the United States tour, Center
Banka of Croatia improved its
record to 7-0 with a thorough
ind of what I expected,
clit•ciully after seeing some of
.heir 'cores," said Lady Racer
coach Eddie Fields. "I knew
they'd beaten teams by 30 points
(Austin • Peay)."
After watching Centar Banka
shoot 60 percent (6-of-10) from
three-point range and grab a
47-35. _rebounding edge, Fields
hinted that they might be the
Lady Racers' toughest challenge

.•

ol the season.
"It's hard to say, but Western
Kentucky's going to be pretty
good," said Fields, entering his
second year. "They're the most
experienced team for sure.
They're 26- to 27-year-old
women playing on a club team
since they were 19."
Murray State got 12 points
each from freshman guard Shonta
Hunt and junior forward Stephanie, Grax, and 11 from junior
Chastity Fields.
"It wasn't all negative," said
Fields. "We had a few kids that
looked good at times, and we got
to play a lot of kids. We definitely got to evaluate how we'll play
from behind."
Murray State jumped out to a
4-0 lead and then traded baskets
with its much larger and quicker
oppenents before taking a 19-16
lead with 8:53 to play.
Tied at 20-20, Centar Banka
then went on a 26-3 run to close
out the half and lead 46-23 at the
break.
III See Page 9A

to say a quarterback is going to
have a game like this and then
you try and come back next
werik. But after losing last week,
wc really needed this game."
So did the Jets.
"We've got to feel real good
after this," said linebacker Mo
Lewis. "We've just got to stay
focused now."
Bills 29, Packers 20
The host Bills, without star
defensive end Bruce Smith,
turned to the passing game. It
was excellent strategy.
The feuding pair of quarter,.
back Jim Kelly and wide receiver
Andre Reed went wild. Reed had
first-half scores of 10 and 15
yards and finished with a team-

record 15 catches for a careerbest 191 yards. Kelly's total of
365 yards was his best in TA
' years and the fourth-best of his
career.
"We didn't get where we're at
by arguing," Reed said. "I think
Jim has enough confidence in me
... that when it's put-up or shutup time, and it's time to get the
ball downfield and make the first
down, when it's third-and-5 or
third-and-6, he's looking to me."
Green Bay (6-5) pulled to
27-20 as Brett Fevre hit Sterling
Sharpe .with two second-half
TDs. The Packers lost DE Reggie
White in the third quarter to a
sprained left elbow.

Racer volleyball team
falls to SEMO in finals
of Ohio Valley tourney

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 2. Times photo

Lady Racer junior Chasity Fields makes a move on a Center Banka
defender in the second half of Sunday's 94-60 exhibition loss.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. Murray State advanced to the
championship match of the Ohio
Valley Conference volleyball
tournament Sunday, but fell to
Southeast Missouri in three
games.
SEMO came away with a
15-13, 15-6, 15-9 win to claim
the OVC title and advance to an
NCAA tournament play-in. The
win raised SEMO's record to
27-13 while Murray State fell to
22-13.
In the title game, MSU's Sarah
Dearworth recorded 21 kills and
13 digs. Shelly Juenger added 12
kills for the Lady Racers wit
Elizabeth Spomer had 10 ki
and eight ,digs, Kristi Hoffman
had 10 digs and Gina Buscher
had nine digs.
Dearworth was named the
OVC Player of the Year and to
the all-tournament team while

Lady Racer coach Brenda Bowling was named the OVC Coach
of the Year by the OVC volleyball coaches. Buscher was named
Second-Team ,All-OVC while
Kristi Hoffman was named to the
all-tournament team, the OVC All-Freshman team and Honorable Mention All-OVC and
Spomer received Honorable Mention All-OVC. SEMO's Tracie
Gordon was the tournament
MVP.
In the semifinals, Murray State
needed five games to finally
defeat Morehead State, 5-15,
15-13, 16-14, 7-15, 15-8.
"Dearworth again surpassed the
20-kill mark, recording 23, while •
adding 19 digs. Buscher also had
19 digs with eight kills and
Spomer added 11 digs.
In the opening round of the
tournament Friday, the Lady Racers swept Tennessee-Martin in
three games, 18-16, 15-2, 15-10.
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Top college teams
set sights on bowls

Sports Briefs

lar

MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

AP Football

Laker 7th graders notch two wins
,r -Calloway County's seventh grade boys claimed a pair

of
wins over teams from -Graves County at home Saturday,
downing Cuba 52-24 and beating Farmington 40-31.
Against Cuba, Jason Hargrove led the Lakers with 14
points while Scott Lowe and Ben Arnett added eight each.
In the contest with Farmington, Kyle Tracy scored 10 to
pace Calloway while Lowe _and Nathan Fortner contributed
nine apiece.
Calloway's next game is Nov. 29 at North Marshall.

,

TENNIS

Purcell placed, in KTA Hall of Fame
Murray State tennis coach Bennie Purcell was inducted into
-the Kentucky Tennis Association Hall of Fame in ceremonies
_Saturday at the Louisville Boat Club. Other local honorees
are Reidland's Jackie Trail (Junior of the Year), Lone Oak
coach Larry Heflin (Pro of the Year) and Lone Oak's
Jennifer Ann Hayden (Most Improved Junior).

The nation's top three teams
are heading -in different thrections
• for the holidays. •
No. 1 Nebraska can clinch an
Orange Bowl berth by beating
Oklahoma on Friday. The Cornhuskers would play No. 5 Miami,
provided the Hurricanes beat
Boston College.
No. 2 Penn State already has
booked reservations in Pasadena,
where the Lions will meet No. 12
Oregon in the Rose Bowl. The
Lions finish their regular season
Saturday against Michigan State.
No. 3 Alabama will be Sugar
Bowl-bound if it beats No. 4
Florida in the Southeastern Conference championship game Dec.
3. The loser plays No. 14 Ohio

State in'the Citrus Bowl.
Several teams remain in the
running to play the SEC champion- in New Orleans. If Alabama
is .there, the Tide will probably
play No. 7 Florida State. But the
"Seminoles won't play Florida in
the Sugar because the teams meet
Saturday in Tallahassee, and
nobody wants a rematch.
The leading candidates to play
Florida in the Sugar are Notre
Dame and No. 13 Virginia. The
Irish might get the bid with a win
over No. 17 Southern Cal. If
Rolm Dame loses, Virginia could
go with a victory over North Carolina State.
Texas Tech can go to the Cotton Bowl with a win over Texas
Christian. The other spot could
be filled by Notre Dame, Virginia
or Southern Cal.

Help Wanted
ciepactmentof the

Murray Ledger & Times -One part-time and one full-time
employee. Full tineoffers 40 hours and medical benefits.
Part-time is 24 to 30 hoLrrs_per week.
Apply_ in person to :the Murray Ledger & Timm, 1001
Whitnell Ave., Dennis Hodges, Circulation Manager.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and --Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

1013131301:1130131:1113131131MM

"Murray's Friendly
Home Stereo Dealer"
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to 6
and Saturday 8-1 til Chrstmas.

•Lady Racers...

(AP) — Nebraska and penn State remained 1-2 in The
AssociateTTE•ess poll—Sunday, while Alabama moved fromfourth to third after beating Auburn.
- Nebraska (11-0), which can clinch an Orange Bowl berth'
Friday by beating Oklahoma, received 39 first-place votes
•
- and 1,526 points.
Penh State (10-0) got 22 firsts and 1,507 points after beating Northwestern 45-17. The Nittany Lions face Michigan
y and -play —Oregon in -the
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•Leathernecks...
FROM PAGE 8A
Murray State's porous defense.
The 6-foot-5, 230 pound senior
shredded the Racers for 320
yards and four touchdowns on
19-of-23 passing.
Murray - State's decimated pass
rush didn't come close to sacking
the Leatherneck quarterback all
day, and only touched him twice.
'"He (St. Sauver) didn't have
any rush, he had plenty of tint:. to
pick out anybody, so we didn't
see how _good he really,
Nutt said of St. Sativer, who is
bigger than MSU defensive ends
Jimmy Stratton and Jeff, Hornak.
"But he's had a good year throwing the ball."
St. Sauver connected on
11-straight passes (school record)
to put the Leathernecks up 45-14
by halftime. He finished the half
13-of-15 for 245 yards (school
record).
"Their receivers weren't as
good as OVC receivers, but give
them credit, they caught the ball
and ran great routes," said MSU
freshman safety Scan Nolen.
As much as St. Sauver
damaged the Racers with his
passing, it was a Benji Bona pass
that sent MSU reeling.
After the _Racer defense held
WIU to a field goal on its first
drive, the offense came back and
ran for one first down and looked
to be heading for another when
WIU cornerback Buck Phillips
terrorized the Racers for the first
of three touchdowns.
On third-and-five from the
Leatherneck 36, Bona dropped
back to set up a screen, but was
flushed out of the pocket. Instead
of abandoning the play, he threw
back across the field to Waynce
McGowan, who saw Phillips step
in front and return the interception for a 61-yard touchdown.
"That's an ill-advised pass.
You Can't go across the field,
there's just no sense for that
pass," Nutt said of Bona's final
pass of the day, which made the
score 10-0 with 7:36 left in the
first quarter.
Murray State interupted WIU's
scoring gala with a one-yard
touchdown run by fullback David
McCann and a 10-yard TD pass
from Herman Taylor to tight end
Xavier Shepherd,.but'could only
get as close as 31-14 in the second quarter.
Even the Racers' usually-solid
punt coverage broke down. Phillips, a junior, ran back -two punts
for touchdowns — the first time a
Nutt special team has given up a
TD.
Phillips' first punt return went
for 62 yards and a touchdown
and just added more pain to the
Racer halftime, as they trailed
45-14.

-

_

had
and

"Basically, I was really upset
with them, and I want to see the
next 30 minutes a whole lot better than what was out there the
first half," Nutt said of his halfhis career.
time message. "Get back in the
"I think Coach Nutt did what
game, play for these seniors, and he could to keep us' in the game,
.0 nev,e: know
just play it out.daYyo
but you can't run the ball when
what might happen."
you're down 45 points," Gossett
Murray State managed an Erik
said.
Lombard field goal to open the
Western Illinois, which didn't
second half and make it 45-17, punt all afternoon, rolled up 567
but WIU's offense didn't let up, yards, including 219 rushing,
scoring 28 unanswered points to
Though Nutt couldn't wait to
close out the
_Le_t_on_the recruiting traik_he'd
"Ft- seemed like we were just
wished his second season
ready to get the season over
would've turned out better for the
with," Nolen said afterwards.
seniors.
Murray State, which managed
"That's what hurts the most, to
358 total yards on the day, conmake this long of a trip and then
trolled the time of possession
to go out like that," Nutt said. "It
(20:40) in the first half and rolled
puts that old taste back in your
up 242 yards to Western's 271. mouth. But they've done a lot. I
"We could move the ball on
think they're responsible for our
winning record on the road."
them, but you couldn't have any

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

4IPOP

Lli oe • hr.:nibs

tOSS

;

11_ 1 1,0, VIDE
808 C.'..olc:water
* Financing Available * 759-1835'
r

Golf
9 Holes
18 Holes

Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

$3.00
$5.00

Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
18 Holes

$4.00
$7.00

- Golf Lessons Available •
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
Practice Range
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Miniature Golf
$1.75 Batting Range
50o
753-1152
N. 16th St., Murray
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Value-priced
upright cordless

4.6141
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4999

37%Off
Compact mobile CB
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25'o OFF
to Radio Shack and beat
the rush of holiday shoppers! Now
is the best time to find Low prices
and wide selection of phones,
computers, toys and more.
Hurry in

SAVE'40 11999
60-channel home
scanner with search

14"
Ha 3-in-1
remote control

FOR 2 YEARS**
%INTEREST
ON THIS AST COMPUTER SYSTEM!

0

ne and more Scar, delay

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
1,4,1 1•••1 S

41.

753-9627

NFL GLANCE
All Timm CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
Marrs
7 4
636 252 203
Buffalo
6 5
545 234 216
NY Jets
6 5
.545 204 205
Indianapolis
5 6
.455 233 246
New England
5 6
.455 243 256
Central
Cleveland
8 3
727 232 138
Pittsburgh
.727 192 169
8 3
.182 188 268
Cincinnati
2 9
.100 147 218
Houston
1 9
West
8 3
San DitIg0
.727 260 187
7 4
Kansas City
.636 215 205
LA Raiders
6 5
.545 227 241
Denver
5 6
455 252 271
4 7
Seattle
364 217 217
NATIONAL CONFER NCE
Eel
W L
Pct. PF PA
Dallas
9 2 0 .818 293 148
Phitadskihra
7 4 0
636 222 186
Artiona
5 6 0
455 138 204
NY Giants
1
7 0
300 171 24
Washington
2 9 0
162 227 310
Central
Chicago
7 4 0
636 192 192
kennesota
7 4 0
636 245 195
Green Bay
6 5 0
545 225 172
0919011
5 6 0
455 209 237
Tampa Bay
2 9 0 .182 145 251
West
San Francisco
9 2 0
818 326 213
Atlanta
5 6 0
455 228 258
LA Rams
4 7 0
364 206 228
Nevi Orleans
4 7 0
364 228 285

AST

SAVE'30

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

, se VIIIIIMINI
IMPS
se 411111111 WM*
V4MBIAM
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Sunday's Games
Kansas City 20. Cleveland 13
Chicago 20. Dena! 10
Buffalo 29. Groan Bay 20
Indianapolis 17, Clncinnad 13
Pittsburgh 16, Miami 13. OT
New England 23. San Diego 17
Dallas 31, Washington 7
Denver 32. Atlanta 28
Los Angeles Raiders 24. New Orleans 19
New Yodt Jere 31. lAnnesota 21
Anion. 12, PhilacleChia 6
Smite 22, Tampa Bay 21
San Franck.) 31, Loa Angeles Rams 27
Monday's Game
Nevi York Giants at Houston. El pm
Thursday, Nov. 24
Buffalo at Detrod. 11 30 a rn
Green Bay at Dallas, 3 p m
Sunday, Nov. 2!
Houston at CIrreland, noon
Mans at New York Jets. coon
Philadelphia at Atlanta, noon
. Tampa Bay at 1Annesola. noon
Ch.cago at Arizona. 3 pm
Cincinnati at Denver. 3 pm
Kansas City al Seattle. 3 p m
Los Angeles Rams at San Diego, 3 p m
New York Giants at Washington, 3 p.m
Pinsburgh at Los Angeles Raiders, 3 pm
New England at Indianapols, 7 pm
Monday, Noy. 26
San Francisco at New Orleans. 6 p

Portable CD player
with digital anti-shock

Per Month

o4.099.-.9.99
,
-...9,....••••=w994110•11,

486SX PC with Super-VGA monitor
.

A 1199
16°,OFF -ru

Olympic Plaza • Murray

Radio lhaek

A Radio Shack Dealer

Is The Best Thing I Ever Did For My Child!"

— Trial Offer

1-800-432-9346

This month only

11;

FOOTBALL
NI

$1995

Thursday, Nov. 24
5:00 p.m.
JCPenney Parking Lot
Kick-Off Fri., Nov. 25.7:30 p.m.(EST)
GOOD LUCK TIGERS!

1413 Olive Street
Call
753-6111

.
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14300 THE SHA

Anderson Electronics

ADOPTION PROGRAM

•.

Radio lhaek
(;It ri I \pi..

Radio-controlled
4 x 4011-Road Tiger
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Murray High Tiger
11.
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_gut things .19 work on ailLyve
got to push them. And, I think
Me need to work harder and
they want the to push thorn
do things'that I've backed off on
harder."_
comparr.d.,..to -I-ast year because
After shooting just 28 percent
Fields,
we're so young," said
in the first half, Murray' State
"We have to work on odr condi- came back to shoot 37 for the
tioning especially.
_game.
"Now, r think we can get back
"When we executed we had
to some serious workouts. We've some success with our set plays,"
Fields said. "When we executed
we got some good things done "
Murray State will take the
floor for real OD Saturday when
they host the University of Louisville at 7:30 p.m. Saturday's
wasted plays," Nutt said. "You
game marks the return of former
couldn't stop yourselves."
McGowan rushed for 118 . Lady Racer coach Bud Childers,
yards, giving !:im 2,036 yards for. now with the lyady Cardinals.
FROM PAGE 8A
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WAREHOUSE ,s
400 industrial Rd
753-1111
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Nebraska, Penn State top g in poll

Gerrald Boyd ,rod F-1,.‘rr. Melon

• Free uniform with
enrollment •

Since Chris enrolled ii
Murray Tae Kwon 1,)0. his
self-discipline and con
centration have greatly
Improved. Ile also has
become much more re•
sponsible and has more
confidence.The Master Instrut lot
gave him self iiiscii‘line
and control.
I recommend Tse Kwon
Do to all parents an
children.
-Vanessa Me
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ROMS

or
Cured on the farm and
naturally aged one year.

753-8964
alter 4 p tn.

753.2574
or purchase at
CD1141 Construction Co.

Whole Fully Cooked

across from Dairy Queen
or

Country Ham

Tooter's Antique Store In Hazel

t;--‹
COVERIlkiZ

(.7friIP.iFIFT Et L:

Come...See Our New Store
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st

Quality
HARDWOOD by Bruce TILE & VINYL
Over 25 Yearrs-iiiiire-176-ri-Viiiiiiiar

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
et.ry 641

1

Controversy, success
mark unique homeless
community's first year

Whole Country Hams
Country Cured Ham Slices
Country Cured Bacon
"Sampler Pack"
— To -Order ('all-

Sales & Installation

ktes Sc.,•• 01 Mu,
a 10To,

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jesse chain-lank fence, and cooking and
washing in the domes serving as
Navarro was living under a noisy
downtown bridge before moving kitchen, TV room, laundry room
into a white fiberglass dome as and bathrooms.
Some activists say the homepart of an innovative effort to
less need more direct
house the homeless,
"I found a new life here," intervention.
"They need structured, longsays Navarro, a clean-cut former
Greyhound bus mechanic who term rehabilitation programs
moved in last December. "I feel before they're ready to return to
society," said Mike Edwards,
confident again."
Still, a year after the tight clus- director of the Los Angeles
ter of 18 space-agey domes went Mission.
-up-M-P-- parking, lot below-the ---Hayes sairl-about-30sommu niANN..
Harbor Freeway on the edge of ty .residents have moved on.
Betty White of Almo (right) recently became a nine gallon lifetime blood
downtown, the experiment's Some got their lives together,
donor. Earlier this month, Blood Donor Recruiter Ginger Hale recognized
others were kicked out for drug
future remains in peril,
Betty for reaching a total of two gallons donated at the Murray-Calloway
Financial problems and reports use, stealing or other crimes, and
County Hospital Blood Bank. She has donated seven gallons of blood
of theft and drug use have marred still others left because they
previously when living In Kansas City and Omaha. The Blood Bank salutes
the encampment's image. In didn't like the way the communiBetty for her total of 72 lifetime blood donation visits. To schedule a blood January, two' residents were ty worked.
donation at the MCCH Blood Bank, please contact Blood Donor Recruiter kicked out after being charged
The camp, launched with a
Ginger Hale at 762-1119.
with raping a local cable televi- $250,000 grant from the Atlantic
sion host who had befriended Richfield Co., has operating costs
that include $2,500 rent, $1,000
them.
There are success stories too, in utilities and more than $7,700
of people moving in — and on — in salaries each month.
Residents are asked to contriafter living in the camp and taking advantage of, drug treatment bute about 3100 a month if they
$50 from their welfare
and jOtt training programs. And can
Stills iaid. "Although I recognize - during a visit to the city this checks and $50 in food stamps.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rock
Donations keep it going, buy ,
singer David Crosby, who was the 'fact that the nest few' days, month,' Prince Charles singled,-..
remains days from
hospitalized earlier this month and weeks are going to be crucial camp founder Ted Hayes out for the camp
the being padlocked. Hayes said
when his drug-damaged . liver to David's recovery, I just praise at a meeting of
wanted to express my joy over prince's Business Leaders Forum, there is no money to pay Decembegan to fail, receives' a new
Tim v-illasv of 20-four-tail, bcr's expenses..
organ in a seven-hour 'operation. the news that my dear friend-and
two-room domes, called Genesis
partner has compt4ted this
The transplant was performed
Last spring, Glenn Close and
I, was created by the nonprofit
Sunday at the University of Cali- operation."
Justiceville Homeless USA. Hay- the cast of "Sunset Boulevard"
Crosby was admitted to the
fornia, Los Angeles Medical
raised $30,000 for the communihospital with a deteriorating liver es oversees the camp, and lives in ty. Another time,
Center.
the city council
Crosby, of the venerable rock. on Nov. 2. Mintz blamed his con- one of the.314-square-foot fiberg- approved an
emergency measure
group Crosby, Stills and Nash, dition on decades of drug abuse. lass structures.
Residents make their own rules providing $15,000 in community
was listed in critical conditidn
"There was no question about
and
chore assignments and have block grant funds. Los Angeles
Sunday night, which is normal it that substance abuse did, in
the
authority
to evict anyone who County once chipped in $7,500.
for organ transplant patients, said fact, contgbute to the condition
The domes are an updated verhospital spokesman Warren
of David's liver," Mintz said fails to follow them. Violators are sion of those used by Justiceville
given three chances before getRobak. He said he had no details
Sunday night. "He wrote about it
when an impromptu • homeless
ting booted.
on the donor.
in his autobiography, he never
"The homeless should be camp sprang up in 1987 after Los
Elliot Mintz, Crosby's publiheld back."
allowed an opportunity to proAngeles police cleared Skid Row
cist, urged fans to keep the
Crosby had been in considerduce, to be strong individuals,"
streets of sidewalk shanties.
53-year-old musician in their
able pain in recent months but
Several homeless groups set up
thoughts.
still performed with Stills and Hayes said. "If you just give
that camp on a 12-acre busyard in
"I think the best thing for all
Graham Nash at this summer's them help without making them
the bleak downtown warehouse
work for it, they'll just take
of us to do right now is just send
Woodstock '94 concert.
district, leased from the city. Up
him our prayers and well
"When the three of them took advantage of it."
to 600 people were living there
Duties include rotating twowishes," Mintz said.
to the stage, they were just as
within weeks of the pone,- sweep.
hour guard shifts at the village's
Dr. Ronald W. Busuttil said
professional and excited and
the surgery went well.
good as' they've ever been,"
"As with all transplant
Mintz said. "But he was going
patients, we will watch his prog- through a great deal of personal
ress closely for several days and I
pain, physical pain."
am optimistic that he will do
Crosby, Stills - and Nash hits
well," said Busuttil, who led the include "Suite: Judy Blue Eyes,"
DENVER (AP) — The house 1969-74, and died in 1973.
transplant team.
"Marrakesh Express" and,, with
where Golda Meir spent two
"It was a turning point in m$
Stephep Stills said he hopes his
Neil Young, "Teach Your Childyears crucial to her political and life because it was in Denver that
bandmate can get on with his life. ren" and "Out House."
intellectual development,will,' my real education began," Meir
"I could not be happier,"
Before Crosby, Stills and Nash
become a museum and confer- once wrote.
was formed, Crosby was a mem- ence center.
In the kitchen of the brick
ber of the Byrds, whose hits
Meir lived in the house while duplex, young men and women
included, "Mr. Tambourine she was in high school here in shaped the idea of a national JewMan," "Turn! Turn! Turn!" and
1913-14. She went on to lead ish homeland.
"Eight Miles High."
Israel as prime minister from
"This was the gathering
place," said Mary Ferrell, director of the Auraria Foundation.
"Some people see this as the
birthplace of Israel in the U.S."
The building will house the
new Golda Meir Center for Political Leadership.

Rocker receives new organ

"Paducah's MOST INTERESTING
STORE come see - you'll agree

Meir home becomes museum

509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza
Open BAJA. to 10 PIA. • Fri. & Sc?. T1111

P.M.
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GREAT GIFT IDEAS
FOR DAD!
1450-Fib

Trim/Finish Sailer
ifiddingA.Jambs. Paneling.
asing. and(abinelm
Dielications!

5325S Framing Nailer
for framing. Sub-Assemblies,
Sheathing, Decking. and
Fencing!

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

MPUISE

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
600 Main St.

Furor over fur
sparks protest

753-0489

4
I..
S.,. iii,

SOS?

Finish \ailer

I raining %eine,'

;PEAT KIP
FRAIAEYS
ANC
REWU-LAG

GRILL

LOPOPLE rE
EinEEI LASE

•sarrrn.

DEARLER

On the campus of Murray State University

The

Place For Steaks.
15th & Olive Blvd.

T-Bone•Porterhouse•Ribeye•Filet Mignon•Prime

PARIS (AP) — Brigitte Bardot
has a fashion tip: Fur is not sexy.
The actress-turned-activist led
about 400 people in a parade past
some of France's biggest furstocking stores in an animalrights demonstration Saturday.
Bardot's supporters doffed
their bloodstained fur coats at the
opera house and set many of
them ablaze.
Two hundred fur industry
workers held a counter-protest
nearby. No clashes were reported.
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It's All The
Power You Need'

71/4" Circular Saw

81/4" Table Saw

With Electric Brake
Model 5007NBA

With Carbide Tipped Blade
Model 2708W

Get Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination!
II

(NO OBLIGATION - NG WING TO PAY)

Cordless Driver-Drill
Kit Deluxe
7114" Hypoid Saw
Model 5077B

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1. Low Back Pain
2 . Headaches
lder Pain
3.
4 Sr
Atitis

2 speed variable speeds, re
verse Includes extra battery
Model 6095DWE
2 speed

variable speeds deluxe
Model 6011DW

LUMBER COMPANY

5 Dizziness
9 Numb Hands
13 Numb Fingers
6 Sore Elbows
10 Bursitis
14 Hip Pain
11 Pain down Legs
15 Tight Muscles
7 Neck Pain
8 Indigestion
12 Muscle Spasms
16 Aching Feet
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This exarninabon normally oasts $30.00 or more. It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examinabon for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU,.71:4E PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPJNSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SE RV ICES,E XAM NATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISE MENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATIONOR
:
TREATMENT.
FREE

104 Maple St.

753-3161

LIMITED TiME OFFER. Call for your appointment

Dr Dennis L. Heskee, DC.

This entire examination is FREE I
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork

TODAY!

759-1116
CENTER
HESKETT
CHIROPRACTIC
CALL NOW FiRiNG THIS
12th
Murray, KY 42071
...
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Cuts could hurt welfare recipients
_
LEXINGTON,.Ky. (AP) —In
this month's general elections.
welfare was a hot-button issue
that often conjured up images of
unwed mothers and urban slums.
But in Kentucky, the face of
welfare usually looks more like
Sandra Gregory, a Wayne County
woman expecting her second
child, or like Tammy Ball, a married mother of four in Pulaski
County who says she needs to
learn basic skills, such as how to
interview for a job.
Shelmay especially need those
skills with- ffie new-Republteanmajority in 'Congress, which has
promised to cut welfare.
Gregory, 28, and her husband,
Jason, a farmer, live in Wayne
County near the McCreary County line in southeastern Kentucky
with their 6-year-old daughter.
Their baby is due in January.
"A lot of people don't understand," Sandra Gregory said. "I
went through the process of trying to get day care and working.
And it isn't easy.
"This is my thought: If they're
going to give it away, why not
stand in line' to get it?').
.
In all, 500,00.0 to 600,000 people in Kentucky — di about one
in seven residents — are so poor
that they receive some sort of
welfare ayment.
Nationally; Kentucky ranks
fourth among stales-in terms of
the percentage of people receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children and Supplemental
Security Income.
Since 1980, welfare has grown
more rapidly in rural Kentucky
— where Gregory lives — than
in Lexington and Louisville,
which, both saw AFDC families
drop. In spite of those decreases.
AFDC families statewide
increased 17,500.
"I think the general public
thinks that in urban areas welfare
is going through the roof," said
Ron Crouch of the State Data
Center. "These numbers say that
welfare is not necessarily increasing that much and if we cut welfare, we hurt rural areas."
Kim Smith, 27, is an Owsley
County mother of one who works
part-time because full-time

employment could eliminate her
government-paid 'health
insurance.
"I. would 'be glad to give them
back the $71 (monthly Aid to
Families with Dependent. Children check), if they would let me
keep my - medical card on Brittany," Smith said, with one eye
on her 2-year-old.
Democratic and Republican
plans to change the system have
some common ground:
Both promise to make recipients work. Both talk about cutting able-bodied --peept*--and--cheats from the rolls.
But there are marked differences in the discussions and the
tone.
Newt Gingrich, the Georgia
Republican who is poised to
become the next speaker of the
House, has suggested putting
children from some welfare families into orphanages to break the
cycle of poverty.
And while President Clinton's
plan seeks to wean young
mothers frosn welfare and move
them into minimum-wage jobs,
some Republicans have suggeStet
moving recipients into,jobs.sooner, even if they are non-paying,
community-service jobs.
"It's really made peorre
nothing but lazy. It really has,"
Smith S- aid. "Don t get me wrong
though — when I had Brittany, I
don't know what I would have
done without it.
--But nobody's going tb know
what life is all about if they don't
work and have something. I feel
much better knowing I go to Fast
Lane (a Booneville grocery) and
do my work."
She has a high school diploma
and studied computers and science at Lees College in Breathitt
County for two years. But when
she moved home with her baby
two years ago, she faced a harsh
reality: a hometown with little
work.
"There's no jobs, in Booneville," said Smith, who earns $95 a
week at the grocery. Her other
monthly income is the $71 AFDC
check and $148 worth of food
stamps. -I guess you -could say
I'm lucky to have one of the few

jobs that arehire:"
Hal Roger's is Kentucky's
Senior Republican in Congress.
He also represents sdme Of the state's poorest counties in southeastern Kentucky. •
Rogers considers the welfare,
debate important, but he also
knows how many people depend
on government aid in rural Kentucky, spokesman Frank Maisano
said.
"A lot of people in southern
and eastern Kentucky need help
to survive, and they should get
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Stack Heaters
Wall Heaters

TEMCO
Electric Heaters
From 1500-4800 Watts
110, 220 Fan Forced
& Radiant - Ceramic
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Aren't You
Glad There's

The Kentucky'
Network

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Sate Money

UPS

11,1-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

753-23190

Every Night

Great Catfish Dinners
Friday. & Saturday

$9.95

Fabulous Seafood Buffet

„

We Welcome Your Christmas Parties

ieurn

753-4141

ENGLISH FARMS'
i SP8CIALTY FOODS IS.
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Chrlatmaa Tree
Shaped Pieta'

k

Pasta Salad

I pkg. Fun,foods Holiday Shaped pasta. cooked At drained
V, pkg. Antotne's Flisilli Tri-Colore pasta, cooked & drained
2 pkgs. Good Season's Italian Salad Dressing, prepared ro rorritny
to Arecttons
I pkg. chapped vegetables-broccoli. caolVIrstier, carrots
Feta Cheese
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Romanians
mixed about
gymnast star

BUCHAREST, Romania
(AP) — Five years after her
dramatic escape from this former Communist country.
Romanians are divided over
the return of gymnastics star
Nadia Comaneci.
Her fans think she's still
golden. Her critics say she
wasn't committed enough to
her sport. Her mom just hopes
she'll get a rrielidly welcome
Rogers is more interested in
when she gets home today.
finding
fraud
reducing waste and
Whether they call her diffithan making wholesale cuts. And
cult or a diva, they all rememhe recognizes that before you can
ber the shining talent of the
force people to work, there must
14-year-old girl who scored
be jobs for them to go to.
the world's first "perfect 10,"
But unemployment rates in a
in the Montreal 1976 Olympic
dozen mountain counties regulargames.
ly run more than twice as high as
Isolated by her talent —
the state rate, which was 4.8 perwhich earned her three gold
cent in October.
medals in 1976 and two more
Rudy Doderer of Magoffin
in 1980, Nadia almost dropped
County, who collects AFDC and
out of sight when she was
food stamps to help support his
giVen a job in the Sports Minisaid
he
would
have
family of six,
stry when she retired'in 1982.
to move to Lexington to get "a
All -the average fioriaania•n
worthwhile job.
• .
heard about her was a friend'There's no kind of work .* ship with Nicii Ceausescu, the
around-- here, otherr than lowson of dictator Nicolae
paying jobs," said Doderer, 35,
Ceausescur
trained as a draftsman. "And if
Then, in 1989. she escaped.
you're married and have children,
"It was a slap in the face for
or are single and have children, ' the Ceausescu regime," said
then there's no incentive" to
architect Mircea Lupan. The
work.
escape was so secret that
Federal job-training programs
Nadia didn't even tell her
have been tried in the mountains,
family.
but often with little success.
"Thar was really hard. It
Human Resources Secretary
was lucky the revolution came,
Masten Childers II, whose agency
or else we would have had
administers welfare programs in
trouble," said Stefania Cornthe state, said training programs
aneci, Nadia4s mother. A
much
or
near
urban
areas
get
in
month later Ceausescu and his
better results.
wife Elena were executed after
Ron Eller, director of the Unia summary trial. versity of Kentucky's AppalacMrs. Ciamaneci was eagerly
hian Center, said more emphasis
awaiting the return of her
'should be placed on tailoring job'
daughter,, who was arriving on
training to the needs of a coma 10-day visit with her fiance
munity. There might be a need
Bart Connor, an American
for child care, he said, or for
who also won a gold medal in
businesses that cater to tourists.
gynmastics.
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MixfirstJoao ingredients together. Toss with Feta Cheese (lull At
seruel

Us For Unique Holiday Gift Ideas
Se
.
Gift Baskets•Popcorn Tins
Chocolates•Sugar Free Candles
We Ship UPS
..

•

10th & Arcadia • Murray • 753-0921
Holiday Hours: Su.. 1-4. M-F 8-6 & Sat. 9'S
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Heat Tapes

Stock #95060

Propane Torch

Kerosene Heaters
wantriatillt

Pelonis
Heaters
Complete Line of

Ashley Wood
Heaters,
Wood Stoves
and Furnaces

Power windows & locks, tilt/cruise, AM/FM cassette,
power heated side mirrors, automatic transmission
wtoverdrive, and much more. 4 to choose from.

Your heating headquarters since 1955.
OLESALE

Legal

Mumbo

LECTRIC

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

SUPPLY

PEPPERS

753-8194
206 E. Main

2400 E. Wood St., Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Noises reported prior
to deadly plane crash

DEATHS
Mrs. Marie Brandon Betts

H.L. Tidwell
••••••

or H.L. Tidwell were Saturday at 20 p.m. in the chapel oi

CHICAGO (AP) — A USAir
. maintenance foreman was told of
passenger complaints about-unusual, noises but cleared OE
Boeing137 for fakeoff Sept.-8 on
what proved to be a fatal flight
because the pilot told him the
plane was fine, the airline says.
Foreman George Fox spike to
ter a
the captain in person
receiving a telephone call from a
woman who had overheard a passenger complaining of .an unexplained noise on the trip to Chicago, according to court papers.
When Fox asked if there had
been any problems, Capt. Peter
Germano said "No, we have a
good airplane."
The jet took off shortly thereafter and crashed a few miles
from the Pittsburgh airport, killing all 132 people aboard. Investigators still haven't determined
Services for Mrs. Gertie J. Alexander were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
the cause.
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Steve Douglas and
The Pittsburgh crash and one
Ewing Stubblefield officiated. Music was by the Choir of Mason's
in Charlotte, N.C., in -July that
Chapel United Methodist Church, where -she was a member.
killed 37 people have- raised
Pallbearers were Alex Ray,__Chris Helton, Sam Bazzell, Jimmy Bazquestions among some travelers
zell; Ralph Carraway .and -Reuben Chrisman. Burial was in Foundry
ateaut USAir's safety. US41iir has
Hill Cemetery at- Puryear, Tenn.
,
. had seven accidents, six of them
Mrs„ Alexander,.7$:'Halck, died Friday, Ndv. -18, 1994, at_19:30 a.m.
deadly, in the: past five years.
at Murray-Calloway county Hospital.
Today, USAir look steps to
She .was preceded in death by her husband, Herbert Alexander
reassure customers by announcthree sisters, Iva Danby, Lady Jimerson and Ernestine Johnson; six
ing in full-page ads in more than
broibors,
0.4—Sam, Grove, Hou•ant--nid
40 newspapers that it has hired a
Feb. 28, 1919, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter Of the
retired Air Force general to overlate William Albert Bazzell and Caldolia Bettis Bazzell. see flying operations and indeSurvivors include, one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Ray and husband,
pendent auditors to check its
Junior, 1-6zel; one sister, Mrs. Mary Kinckeloc, Dunbee, Mich.; one
safety.
brother, James Bazzell and wife, Mickey, Hazel Park, Mich.; two
"We will not rest until each
grandchildren, Alex Ray and wife, Tammy, and Mitzi Helton and husand every member of the flying
band, Chris; one great-grandchild, T.J. Ray.
public shares in the certainty of
our commitment to be the safest
of airlines," USAir chairman
Seth Schofield says in the "dear
travelers" letter.
At least two passengers on the
flight from Charlotte, N.C. to
Chicago also complained of
strange noises: an unidentified
priest and Andrew McKenna, a
part owner of the Chicago Bears
and board member of the Chicago

The funeral for Mrs. Marie Brandon Betts was Sunday at 1:30 p.m,
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. John Dale officiated. The song ser- "in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev-. Jack Jones
vice-was by-singers - from Crlendele Road Gimlets-et-Christ with filsyl)o- and John pale officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Kerry Brandon, Jeff Brandon, Danny- Hinton,
---Dunn as leader.
Pallbearers- were Paul Black, Johnny port Cossey, Glenn Cossey. Timothy Hinton, Billy Joe Brandon and David Brandon. Burial was in
Chris Mathis, Mickey Overbey and Glen Colson. Burial was in Mur- Temple Hill Cemetery.Mrs. Betts. 67, of Broad Street Extended, Murray, died Friday. Nov.
ray Memorial Gardens.
18, 1994, at 3:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Tidwell, 75, Rt.'', Murray, died Thursday, Nov. 17, 1994, at
, She was a beauty salon operator for many years and was a member
11:45 a.m, at his home. .
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bertha Wells Tidwell; one son,. of Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Her husband, Charles &us, died Jan. 16-, 1960. Born July 2, 1927,
Clyde Dale Tidwell and wife, Carolyn, Rt. 1, Murray; two sisters,
hirs.--Tres*--Nell %tains; htfurszy,-und hirs--Earlene-Chetry and-hut.- in Calloway-County, she was the daughter of Christina Rolfe Brandon
band. Ward, Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Charles Tidwell and wife, Ella. and the late Isaac David Brandon.
Survivors include two sons, Chuck Betts and Ben Steele, Murray;
Murray; one stepsister, Mrs. Edna Curtis, Minnesota..
her mother, Mrs. Christina Brandon, Rt. 1, Almo; three sisters, Mrs.
June Lockhart, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Myra Brandon, Marshall County,
and Mrs. Gail Dix, New Mexico; two brothers, Joe Brandon and Jackie Brandon, Rt. 1, Almo; two grandchildren, Matthew Morris and
Chloe Betts, Murray.
•
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Maturing?
Woodmen's Elekible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate for amounts over $5,000
is: ,

6
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for one year

Ask your Woodmen representative
about OUL flexible an4 SUnde Premium Deferred Annuity plans. '

David L. Hudspeth
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple. Murray
753-1820

Woodmen
Lire Insurance Society
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Horne Office Omaha, Nebooka
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WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!
-AWNINGS PLUS
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Federal State Market ors Service hos. 21, I ett4
hentucks Furthest Sr... Hag Martini Report Includes 3
Buying Stallard Rectlpts. 1ct. IN Est. 31/0 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 51.00 lower Sows Weedy SLOB higher
Is 1.2 230.250 lbs._
$25.1141-25.5•
I 1.2 210.2.30 lbs..
522.6044.56
IS 2.3 230.260 lbs
$24.91-25.111
LS 3.1 260
lbs.$2.3311-24-S•
o
I • 1 2 270.350 lbs.I s 1.3 300-103
.....$
5114
4.011...115
"
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Designed to fit your business
or residential needs.
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
104 S 13th St. Murray, KY
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstry

SerViCeMASTER.
Commercial Janitorial Services
"Serving Marshall & Calloway Counties"
• Resilient Floor Maintenance
• Carpet Maintenance Programs
• Janitorial &Tykes
• Upholstered Furniture
•
• Soil Proofing
• Window Cleaning
• Static 'Proofing
• Spot Removal
• Walls

Mrs. Gertie J. Alexander
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"I must tell you it was not an
alarming kind of noise. It was
just different," McKenna said in

Call
1-800-524-7008
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'USAir mechanic Tim Molloy,
in charge of the plane's departure, said in a deposition that he
was never told of the complaints
or he would have kept the plane
onasthe ground
an inspection
complete.
"If there hid been a complaint
to me or anybody that v'vas on
duty there at the time, I guarantee
you I would have been palling
panels because I have done it
many, mant
many
staed
ytimes in the past,"
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After the depositions were
filed, U.S. District Judge Charles
R. Norgic Sr. denied USAir's
request to move three lawsuits
resulting from the crash to federal court from Chicago's Cook
County Circuit Court.
USAir said retired Gen. Robert
C. Oaks, 58, was hired to fill a
new position, vice president of
corporate safety. During his
35-year Air Force career, he also
served as chief of the Air Force's
training organization, the Air
Training Command.
PRC Aviation, a Tucson,
Ariz.-based consulting firm, will
conduct, the audit of safety practices and policies, and Schofield
wrote in, the ad that "there will
be no limits to their inquiry."
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STACEY CROOK/Leog, h I

Sgt. Howard Duncan of the Kentucky National Guards' 438th Military
Police Company participates in the commemoration of Veteran's Day
Nov. 11 at Fisher-Price. The local National Guard had soldiers at the
.plant throughout the day to honor those veterans employed by the
company and all other veterans.

Thompson breaks mold
of traditional Englishwoman

1992 LINCOLN TOWN CAR
Black with all the equipment leather trim, extra nice.
Was $17995.00

a Chicago Sun-Times yiterview
published today. "I fly lot, and
it Was unusual enough that I
though I should report. it."
Philip 14.--COrboy, a lawyer
suing USAir on behalf of some of
the families, said the reports were
filed Thursday in depositions in
federal court.
The type of noise the passengers said they heard was not
described in the depositions, Cor_boy said. nor was it .ctear__why _ _
they thought it was unusual.
USAir spokesman Richard
Weintraub confirmed Sunday that
Fox cleared the plane after talking to Germano. The jet had two
routine pre-flight checks before
staakiid.g
n off for Pittsburgh, but no
special maintenance, Weintraub

Now $13975

NEW YORK (AP) — Emma
Thompson's image as a rightthinking .Englishwoman with a
stiff upper lip and a classy accent
gets a tweak in her latest film.
"Junior," a comedy about a
male scientist who gets pregnant,
finds Thompson writhing in passionate love scenes with Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
And how did the epitome of
Brit gentility hit it off with the
mcgastar Austrian body-buitder?

Suffice it.tj. say that when they
met, she said, "I'm sorry. I have
to touch you: Can you lie down
on the floor?"
"And she was rolling around
with Me on the floor," Schwarzenegger says in Sunday's New
York Times. "I was laughing my
head off over the whole
approach. She broke the ice very
quickly, so we could get down to
work."
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Ford Motor
28 + 'Is
Mai• 1
P.° General F.lectrIc
General Motors
37/
1
2 - Vs
Goodrich
.4314 - 14
Goodyear
.14 + thi
1 B M
73/
1
2 + 14
Ingersoll Rand
31,4 • lia

Prices As Of 9 a.m.
K-Mart
K elIgnergy
Kroger
LG&E
Martel
McDonalds
Merck
j.c. Penney
Peoples First*
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
UST
Wal-Mart

Hilliard Lyons is a market maker In this stock
UNC pries unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

14/
1
2 + Vs
2614 + V.
25[4 unc
367/s unc
27/
1
2 unc
1
2
293/6 - /
371/s + '4
46/
1
2+
20B 21A
6414 - 3/4
74/
1
2 + Vs
1
2
49'4 • /
62/
1
2 + sis
35,4 + 1/4
1
2
28/
1
2+/
23 + if.

^

-*07
HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
11.11.ard, W I I n,ns, in, • Merrenn SYSE and 5113

TWO NEW GOOD REASONS To3 BANK
WITH YOUR HOMETOWN BANK
1991 FORD AEROSTAR EXTENDED
Power windows, power locks, tilt, speed control, AM-FM
cassette, running boards, local trade-in.
Was $959500

Now $7875

6.0

9 MONTH CD

1990 FORD TAURUS STATION WAGON
Power seats, tilt, speed control, nice clean wagon.
Was $5995.00

Now $4675

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal.
'ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIELD
6.00% effective November 21, 1994.

"You Will Be Satisfied."

APY*

Investors
Advantage
Account
Ask A Customer Service
Representative About Details

PeoplesBank
The Hometown

Bank

MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC

$1000 minimum deposit
Each deposit insured to $100,000

701 Main St.

MAIN OFFICE,5TH & MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,12T11& CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH: 1211I & STORY • MSU TF I LFR MACHINE.CURRIS CENTER
NONE 767-225

753-5273

- r—

410.-Ar. •••

FM*

NflV 2 1 1994

CLASSIFIED

Ii:
,iew

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DIWISLY
$5.00 Column Inch

and
a 1

AO% DIscourd 2nd tun.
ere% Discount 3rd Run.
66E3'Ad/PAW hot 1616119 it Day Prod)
$1 75 per coeurm Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guido)

vyes
C of
were
S in

Reader Ads
25e pee word, 45.03 minimum
lit day.56 pet word per day for
epoch additional consecutive
day. 81.75 extra for Shopper
CiOuNteds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ad*

sennot
orsithy

lard
that
alktwo
fore
t no
raub

ICK4-1121,17_1112Lepast
Is.asoulrycl to mak•
A $243Iwa
any chcmpars to GI alter din:Wane

TO PLACE
AN AD
010
020
025
030
040
,
050

370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Lego! Notice
Notice
Persona s
Card of Thanks
.
K , Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
livestock & Supplies
Poultry & SUPOtreS
PrOOJCEI
Feed & Seed

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280
MOIDile Homes tor Rent
285 MODUI Home Lots tor Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments
For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Service!
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865
DRY clean your carpet. Ge
effective carpet cleaning
results with Host- the easy,
do it_yqurself dry carpet_
cleaning system. Call today
to reserve a machine at
Black's Decorating Center.
753-0839.

ray, Wafer:Wastewater, Natural Oas
and Street Departments, wilt receive
sealed bids for uniforms. Sealed bids
are to be marked:
_Unifeinaa:
and delivered to
the City Clerk' Office by 1:30 p.m.
CST on Tuesday,
December 6, 1994.
Specifications are
available at the
City Clerk's Office
located at 207 S.
5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky
42071.

laint
on
ntec
ling
+ it
St,"

verc
tries

'wits
der!ook

ibert
ill a
t Of
his

HAPPY
BIRTH-DAY
MARY SUE
ANN'S Country Kitchen of
Murray will be open
Thanksgiving Day from
8am-3pm. Buffet turkey,
dressing salad bat and the
trimmings- $5.50

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to arply. If
your present poircy is
over 10 yea's old, -it
may not cover some of
• the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Notice

;on,
will
iracField
will

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'
,roe 1Wal Claim service'

*el

rt

Aat'•"'`

Or

Photo Greeting Cards

.M.

1
.\

Oty , PIICE

Early Bird
November
SPec'a "
22
)
1e9:3e4d
rd
10 Estra Cants & Envekspes Free

1_ 20 ' $9 99
15 Extra Cards & Enielopes Free
40
18 99
26 99 I 20 Extra Cards 6 Ervelopes Free
60
99
25 Exits GtudS S Few. c.e F,ee

+ 1/a
+ 14
unc
unc
: unc
+
+ 3/4
21A
3/4
+ I/.
+
+ l/4

_

.;$

zo•

Luncheon Specials
Monday - Baked Potato w/Cup Soup
Rotini & Vegetables w/Grillcd Chicken
Tuesday
Vegetable Lasagna
Freshbaked Bagel w/Cup Soup. & Fruit
Wednesday - Margarita Chicken
Freshbaked Breadhowl w/Chili Or Soup
Thursday - Fresh Linguini w/lMarinara Sauce
Chicken Parmesan
Friday - Mexican Lasagna
Saturday - Gardenburger w/ Cup Chili
1304B Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping (tr.
753-0575

The Book Rack
New Discount Books
Trade & Sell Used Paperbacks
Special Orders
Cards & Gifts
Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-4821

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify tor
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
995 Sycamore, Murray, KY

75.4.199
-4

will fa

pick up
on Thanksgiving.
Thursday customers pick up
will be Friday.

Nationwide 1.800.455.4

199

ATTENTION- NOW HIRING!! No Experience
Necessary! If you live in
the Murray area and are
interested in earning $600
6r Mork per week as a
Professional Truck Driven
with paid training, sett our
representative this Wed-'
nesday -from noon-7pm
For more information
CALL 1-800-467-3808.
AVON. Earn money with
Avon. Call 1-800-847-5338
for your starter kit. Avon_
independant sales
representative.
CARPENTERS/ framers
436-5598
CONSTRUCTION/ carpenters assistant. If interested
call 435-4294 & leave
message.

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the hi,
ture and help to get a solid
career'? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
INTERIOR & exterior paint 21 that are not full time high
sale. 5 gallon can $20. Get school students. Call
at Black's Decorating Cen- 753-9378 Five days a week
ter, 701 South 4th St, between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
Murray.
the Job Training PartnerMEET nice singles Down ship Act through the KenHome Introductions
tucky Department for Em615-235-5000.
ployment Services and the
MRS.- Theresa, Psychic West Kentucky Private InReader & Advisor. A true dustry Council. This is an
born psychic, gifted from Equal Opportunity progGod. 554-7904 call for ram. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
appointment.
request to individuals with
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora. disabilities.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon -Tues. Pizza, salads, DRIVERS Flatbed Exp/
hot sandwiches, gyros & Home Most Weekends/
; bread sticks. Dine-in or Conventional Tractors With
carry out. 474-8119 or Double Walk In Sleepers
Pay
Excellent
1-800-649-3804.
800-262-5461.

"Calloway County
Residents"
We would like to
thank everyone in
the community for
your prayers and
contributions in my
time of grief. And a
very special thanks
to New Concord Pentecostal Church, New
Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church and to my
employer and fellow
employees at Kenlake Foods.
Thanks again,
Tim & Chelsey
Lewis
eta
Help
Wanted
2 CARPENTERS & 2 carpenter helpers needed.
Call 753-1428 after 6pm.
ALASKA JOBS Earn
$30,000 fishing the 3mo
Salmon season. Also, construction, canneries, oil
fields plus more! Call
601-799-1362 ext S-3374
24hrs.
ASSISTANT manager position available. Must be able
To do multiple tasks & work
well with customers. Bring
resume to Copy Plus, 1411
Main St. Murray.

Growing CPA firm
seeks tax professional, preferrably
CPA or CPA candidate. Full-time position during tax filing
season with periodic work throughout the year. Must
have at least a basic
knowledge of corporate or individual income taxation.
Computer experience is a plus.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-B,
Murray, KY 42071.

120
130
143
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole Or Trade
....... wont to Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
*Meg.M9chines
HeoW ECtuipMent
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscat
Miscelianeous
TV & Rod°
Pets & Supplies

DRIVERS, must be 18yrs
old & proof of insurance.
Apply in person: Domino's
Pizza, 117 S 12th St.
EXPERIENCED waitress.
Must be highly motivated
with out-going personality.
Hours available are
8am-3:30pm, Mon-Fri. Off
Sat & Sun. Apply in person
at Pam's Cake Hut, 410
Main St
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION:
Foundation Accountant.
Starting Date. January 3,
1995. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Accounting, two years experience
in financial statelnent preparation, ability to communicate effectively, and experience using spreadsheet, database and word
processing software: experience in fund accounting
is desired. Responsibilities:
Supervise all accounting
functions of the Murray
State University Foundation, including the Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Duties include, but are not
limited to day-to-day tasks
to ensure the reliability of
the Foundation's financial
accounting information;
serve as liaison between
Foundation and those responsible for the expenditure of Foundation funds;
monitor Foundation investments, coordinate audits:
prepare schedules and resolve findings; revise, draft,
and monitor compliance
with Foundation policies
and procedures, and prepare reports and summaries of financial information
as requested by management and other users. Application Deadline November 30, 1994 To Apply.
Send letter of application
with resume, transcript, salary history and the names
and telephone numbers of
at least three professional
references to: Chair.
Screening Committee,
Murray State University
Foundation, PO Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071 Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity. M/F/D. AA
employer
PART or full-time help
needed, prefer MSU student, to work 20 to 30 hours
per/wk General office
work Send resume to PO
Box 1040 D Murray KY

IIIMIEMEMM71111M
Ale
Tor toJe fl ease
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sore
Farms For Sato
._,.1-lomes_For Sale

365
420
430
435
440
450
460

INDEPENDENT LIVING PERSONAL aide wanted
SPECIALIST: Working with Room & board plus
a not-for-profit social ser- $200/wk 502 388 2641 at
vice agency who provides -ter 5pm
program and services for PETsitting ionuces nyad
HOUSEKEEPER Must
have own transportation people with disabilities ;in part-time help Must beat
Murray and surrounding least 18yrs of age, local
Excellent pay Send riisume to- PO Box 656, Mur- area. Social ervite back- resident, honest, responsi,_
ground helpful, but not es- ble & dependable Send
ray, KY 42071,
sential. Full-time position. resume to 'PO Box 1040 C
LOCAL Construction ,,Com- People with disabilities en- Murray, KY 42071
pany needs full-time couraged to apply. Travel
secretary/receptionist an- involved. Send resurn4 by SOMEONE to babysit 386
swering phones, typing, fil- November 30, 1994 to year old in my home
ing & mLsc duties Send CAL, 1304-U Chestnut' 6 30am until 5pm Mon thru
resume to: PO 'Box 149, Street, Dixieland Shopping Thurs 753-3474
Center, Murray, KY 42071.
Murray, KY 42071.
NEED Sitter for 2 elderly
ATTN: Jeanne.
people. 436-2313.
SWING Town Lounge look- WAITRESSES & waiters,
ing for waitresses & bikini cooks, dishwashers- day & WANTED barmaids, waitdancers. $600+ per week. night shift. Apply in person; resses & dancers, $500
Apply within, PariLanding Ann's Country Kitchen of plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN
or call 901-642-5848
Murray
901 642 4297, 7pm-2am
HIRING full-time backline
help for nights Apply in
person at Arby's from
2pm-4pm

Come Browse Along...

VLsit with Evelyn Wallis In

I

ri The Village-North 12th Street
r\
j

(next to Dr. Wuest)
Wed.-Fri. 10-5, Sat, 10-2

Help Wanted
Two positions available in circulation department of the Murray Ledger
& Times. One part-time and one fulltime employee. Full-time offers 40
hours and medical benefits. Part-time
is 24 to 30 hours per week.
Apply in person to the Murray
Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Dennis Hodges, Circulation Manager.
SALES ASSOCIATES WANTED
CABLEVISION has an exciting opportunity available in
our Direct Sales Force. We want ambitious, self
motivated high achievers_ with sales and/or customer
service experience.
WE OFFER:
•Paid Teething
*High Earning Potential
•Base Salary +
•Paid Vacation
commission
*Medical & Dental
°Specific Territories
Insurance
Possibly in your area • •401k
Qualified candidates are requested to send resume or call
for application.
CABLEVISION
218 SOUTH STREET
EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO 64024
All': HUMAN RESOURCES
1.800.4444501
EGE/MF/DIS
AMINE•

Domestic
& Childcare
A-1 Home & office clean
mg Experienced, thorough
& dependable References
available "Nothing cleans
like a woman" Call Shen
Mruz today, 753-3638.
CLEANING houses 1st:my
business. Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
•

IN home daycare Nonsmoking environment
Mother of one References
No N. Days filled with fun &
activities 753-6980
WILL babysit in my home,
Mon-Fri. Salary based Re
ferences available
753-0749.
WILL do house & office
cleaning. Call 436-5309
5pm to 7pm only.
WILL live-in with elderly or
housekeeper for people
who need help with children
& domestic work.. Call
753-4590 ask for Ruby. No
answer leave on answering
service.

Business
Opportunity

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Prime'
Established Sites

110
Instruction

Got you down'?

LINE dance lessons
753 2635

JOIN OUR TEAM!!

FisherPrice'
Fisher-Price has immediate openings on all shifts,
Monday through Friday, for seasonal production
operators. If you would prefer to work part-time, the
following shifts are available
9:00 a.m. • 1:00 p.m. Mon. • Fri.
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Mon. • Fri.
3:30 p.m. r• 12 midnight Tues. & Thurs.
3:30 p.m. 12 midnight Mon., Wed., 8 Fri.
Pay rate is $5 15,'hOur plus 20c per hour when
working the second shift and 25c per hour when
working the third shift
Please apply if you are interested in working ler a
progressive company Whose 'work is child's play.'
Apply to•
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
sow.' Enverireem Opparlunry Employer
M/Fnii0

140
Want
To Buy

Went
To Buy

CASH for mobile home . METAL scaffolding, white
tires 8. axles 436-2578. stack washer & dryer 8
.
refrtgerator 753-5303.
901 644 0679:
753 7724
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shOt9,uns and pis- PORTABLE SPA, 34 perdays--'
'Call T53-5849
tots l• -Bensiin
Goods, 519 S 12th. SAIIDLE for pony
Murray. .
435-4389 after 5pin- & on
weokends

Tooter's Daily Specials
$4.50

Tooter Burger, Fries. Coke •
keg Soup or Chili, Grilled Cheese, Drink
Chili Dog, Nachos, Drink ..
Pork Tenderloin, White Beans
Cornbread Cakes. Drink
tr2 Lb Tooter Burger, Fries, milkshake.
Het Dog, Fries, Shake
Tooter Dog, Nachos & Cheese Drink

$3.60
$4.00
$40

.$5.25
...$3.50
$4.00
Tooter'S Antique & Snack Shop

Hazel, Ky. • Phone 492-6111
From Murray turn left first street past U-Tole-Em
Hours: Mon.-Sal 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sun. 1 p.m -4:30 p.m.

Em ployers:

0

Let professionals '0
14r
help YOU find
0
4e
t
qualified
la
4:
3
workers

Or 134
4,-

Job Seekers:.
A114,14

Let us help...
no fee to 'applicants

/ ALPINE
brxithxdrosciab.
Tapes
CD's
lir::
11 211r21211:11=11 Car Audio
.Suaset Boulevard Music

clarion

763-0113

Dixieland Center

753-3801

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Oaloodnp
• Stmeekth Massage •(
• Deep Muscle Therapy • Reflexology
HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES
INSU STUDENT DISCOUNTS
INCRILS OR OUTCALLS

T YOU
MASS,ADGf,T9
oox
RELAXATION•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN RELIEF

Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs.

Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department.
Start rate of pay is $5.43 per hour with an increase to
$5.77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days. You
have the opportunity to advance to $8.33 per hour.
Please apply only if you are interested in working for
a progressive company whose"work is child's play."
Apply to:
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Employment Opportunity Errphoyer

• D•adfintis are 2 days
in advance/

Flee Column
Wantea

HOUSEWORK done Call
Rose 474-2131, leave
phone number & name

1-800-200-9137

Fisher-Price'

HOURS:

Fad

The Garden Path
Gather dried herbal and floral
wreaths and arrangements
Pick useful gifts. Glean some
bargains from lovingly used
antiques and etc.

oEugg

lin
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Advortlsers ore requested to
chock the lint inseedlon of
their ads for any *nor. Murray
Ledgers & Daum will bre responsibier for only ono Incorrect
nsortion. Any OROn
shout(' be reported irnmodl°tory so corrections can be
mode.

Mon.-M. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

060

550
Help
Wanted

Have A Nice
Hoilday.

,Card
of Thanks

Nature's Bounty

I

Commercial
Waste

Old

Arteraft Photography
1608 N. 121 • 753-0035

•

FOR sale: Homemade
crafts. May see at Complete Printing. Chestnut St.

Thank you for
your cooperation.

020

also
ce's
Air ,

.1.
▪

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooing
Services Offered

Notice

INVITATION
TO BID
The City of Mur-

SERVICES

060

Legal
Notice

'by,
'part he
lints
lane
tion

080
230
250
290
530

020

010

753-1916

CA LL

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chllacgre
Srtuahon Wanted
Business Opportunity
instruction

060
070
090
TOO
110

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2k2 consistency ad in CIOSSiieds every day.including the Shopper,
for S160 o mc,ntri aild in oiaVerrice).

Call 753-1916 for details.
49 DOLLARS for NEW
CD-ROM drive. FREE IN
STALLATION, Cal
HAWKINS RESEARCH
now. 753-7001.
ABC'S of COMPUTING.
Call HAWKINS RESEARCH today about
FREE TRAINING for your
new computer. 753-7001.
ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORY- HARD
DRIVE FULL- if this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.

America's Second Car

agt=
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CHRISTMAS
COMPUTERS- CALL TODAY FOR BEST PRICE,
QUALITY AND SELECTION. HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001.
COMPUTER- disk drive
printer, software, $325
753-6525

Every Tuesday Night of 7:00
open •l Est))

Knights of Columbus Hall

140
Went
To Buy

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road. south to Sq. KW* Road right on Sq. Hate Road 1/4 nal*

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION
On,TO THE PUBIIC
753-0468 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
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ukase
Fee We

Want
To Buy
USED go cart or go cart
frame need two Call
7534572

Firewood
3PC living room suite grey
with ottoman like new
$650 436 5613

COLLECTIBLE show
Cards comics toys Nas
car Sat November 266r
I Own Spin Executive Inn
Paducah

WILL buy Jse0 SuperNin
tend° players Call
753-0675 Leave message
on machine

COUNTRY style loveseat
Brass daybed 25in full
screen to 759 2217

LARGE sectional couch
with two built
incliners
Oft white color with touches
of blue and rust in textured
pattern Used less than one
year Call 753-0675 Leave
message on machine

24 BULB Wolff tanning
527 7717 or
bed
527 7170

NEW kerosene heater.
never used 9,800 BTU's.
$100 753-6456

BOGARD trucking and ex
coveting, Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock, rip rap 759 1828

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

FOR sale 19in Magnavox
color N s 8yrs old Holiday
Inn, 753 5986

CLEAN old hand stitched
quilts Oak wash stand,
lamps, McCoy pieces.
vases AT&T phones an
swenng machines. home
interior groups & gun racks
Reasonable' 753 6456

console tv
color stereo remote con
trol, cable ready $225 or
best off* 753-4725

FOR sale 19in Magnavox
color N s 8yrs old Holiday
Inn, 753-5986

KENMORE washer &
dryer. 5275/set Beautiful
leather sofa color taupe
7518107

Mobile
Homes For Sale
14X70 SWINGER northern
built trailer Front kitchen
Call 251-2891 after 6pm
Daytime call 489-2527

Heavy
Equipment

1977 12X65 with built on
18X12 addition with sliding
glass doors & deck 2br, 1
$3.500 firm
bath
759-1831 leave message

SEPTIC pump truck Cal
354-6521 or 354 6075

Sports
Equipment

1994 BUCCANEER in Fox
Meadows 759-9311

GUNS buy sell or trade
436-5650

INVENTORY Reduction
SALE'll Our largest selec
Son ever- priced to sotto
Buy now and save $$$
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc,
Hwy 79 E., Paris, TN
1 800-642-4891

ROGER stainless 10-22
rifle with Tasco 3-7X20
scope Used very little
$150 753 1660 after. 5pm
or leave message

WOODBURNING fireplace
insert with blower. $200
753-1660 after 5pm or
leave message

A unique blend of
old and new.
Great gift ideas.

FIREWOOD- U pickup
759-4704 after 6pm

NOT A LOT OF CASH"
Check out our HUGE
SELECTION of Repos and
Pre Owned Homes As low
as $500 down, with payments to fit your budgetill
Volunteer Homes, Inc ,
Hwy 79 E Paris, TN
901642 4466

SEASONED firewood Call
THE WOODMASTER
759 9988

TRAILERS for sale for storage Can be seen at Shady
Oaks Hwy 121 North

210
Firewood
Appliances

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

TAPPAN electric washer &
dryer, almond, 3yrs old
$300 759-2483

CLASSIFIED

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week -(13 week minimum)
753-1916

,

afiligl
. OPt ilictric
'EnCBtilultail CanrraitIcR

7 Days Per Week

MURRAY

808 Coldwater Rd. • Murray, KY
759-1635

753-9224

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
'
Chiropractor

Wilson

For all your real estate
needs including auction. Call
_

753-2962

Septic Tanks, .`ssurrs et Hauling

0 Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding 0
Doors. Wiedows Door Track 8 Troileys. arid Insustion
for Metal Buddngs
13.,:•erworin Rd (Hwy 2991
Office (502) 489-2722
Marray, KY 42071
,,Home 15021 489-2724

Call L'-• Itii,time

759-4685

Commercial Waste
. Disposal
i*

•,,,Ixi-

All Types of Refuse Service

•

Wh,ot a Way to Start the Week!!
-

1-800-585-6033

KTN

(-.* Carpet Cleaning Specialist
.11
Upholstery I Drapery I Window Cleaning

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Ronnie England • Eon Caylor

(502) 753-4034

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

411.11N.

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles,

111:'''

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You arc respbrisible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay. $696 Oh part A; $100 on Part B.
Call me for more information.
FREE I IELP, IN CLAIM FILING FOR MN'CLIENTS

•

753-7890

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

<1

"29 Years at Same L•cation"
QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires • Struts • Alignments
Brakes • Oil Changes 8. Lubes

•

• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair
408 N. 4th St.

VISA MC

Murray

DISCOVERA CEPTE1.)

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

World of Sound
33

Years in Business
Let us save you money on your car and home stereos.
"Caller ID's"
Shop & Compare
222 So. 12th
mciVIsA
753-5865

David's Cleaning Services

We buy and sell used computers

We
cialize in Vinyl Sidng.
Concrete tiveways. Blacktop Driveways,
Blrat.c. Mobile Homes.
Fully ijaaoed .1 completely mohtle

g

•

ri.i.',:a
'
i nq
'
r ino7pPi-7ef
-sP

75 3-3141 I

JOHN MULLINS
Steel Security Doors

Window Gaurds, Etc.
-We Make Security Beautiful"
Phone 502-247-2264
24 Ilr Ans Service al 800022-4291 • Mayfield. Ky. st166
601 Dunhhar !North 12th & Dunbar)

Purchase Area Communications
Div of Phone Center of Murray
Residential
Commercial
-Caller ID
-Telephone Systems
-Phone Jacks
-Intercom Systems
-Telephones
-Paging Systems
Info On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
Any Tyr* Of Business Communication

No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do It All

753-0342

-5

'

USED COMPUTERS
Call before you upgrade or buy!

1

Dial Now -

4dvertise here!

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

•'

753.5086

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

440;41

Real Estate

Now located on 121 South.
3 miles from Murray.

Call for an appointment

2BR 7 miles East of Murray.
arge private lot Call Linzy
Beane 436 2582
IN country Small 2br, deposit & references, nonsmokers 759-1837
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village Wa
ter furnished, $80,mo Col
eman RE, 753-9898
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $85/mo
492 8488

Heating
And Cooling
AIR Conditioning Ron Hal
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service, uni
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas in
staller Phone 435-4699

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

WANT to take Advantage
of Low interest rates but
don't have a lot of money
for a big downpaymentl
See Volunteer Homes, Inc
for 5% downpayment or
Land and 0- down Low
monthly payments Starting
at $150 per month Volunteer Homes Inc Hwy 79 E.
Paris, TN 90t-6424466

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266

.....

CAMP-

437-4608

Business
Rentals

Dial-A-Service
DIAL -

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

Mobile
Homes For Rant

270

WATERBED tree flow with
pads, $100 753 9613

SMALL wedding dress with
veil very nice 753-0789

fiwy 94 East, 3 miles
out of Murray
New Hours - Open i0-4
Toes , Wed , Thurs.,
Fri Sat
Closed Sun .6 Mon

Radio

27. QUEEN

HIDE a• bed couch with
matching loveseat. excel
lent condition 436-6095

OAK 6 drawer sewing machine,unusual $135
753-8119

Debbie's
This-N-That
Shop

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 753-9600

CROSCILLE custom made
floral master bedroom set
Queen size bedspread with
pillows round table skirts &
matching towel sets Vanity
lamps included $165
753-6456

EMBER Hearth fireplace
insert with blower. $100
753-9850
20 GALI,ON aquarium
$35 Sega CD with 6
games $375 Moped 1985
Yamaha OT 50, $300
Phil
CD 6 tape player
with removable speakers
$50 Exercise DP Air
Strider. $15 Thousands of
baseball cards (not sold
separately). $430
753 4985

WOOD tor sale $25Incityou haul 437 4669

5PC king-size bedroom
set, new mattress Si box
Glass cocktail tables &
more 901 247 3999
901 247-3730

Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Sale

759-4734

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only $10 per week? ..

STATE approved daycare
center for rent Attractive,
clean, newly painted.
1650sq ft building Unfurn
ished or furnished with approved toys, equipment
and furniture Excellent
condition Coleman RE,
753-9898

Apartments
For Rent
1,2.3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR duplex on Hwy 280.
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo *deposit
753-8848 before 9pm
1BR furnished apartment,
$200/mo plus deposit No
Hwy 121 next to
pets
fairgrounds 753-3139 after
3 30pm
1BR, low utilities References & deposit required,
no pets
5185/mo
753-3949

I ROOMS tor rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen Irving room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman FIE
753-9898
2BR, 14 bath townhouse.
central ha, nice neighbor
hood, appliances turn
ished Coleman RE
753 9898
28R duplex, quiet area
near Robertson School
Appliances lyr lease
$275mo 753-8096
2BR, very nice central h/a,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
RE 753-9898
3BR. 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm

"
Arcisalrerit
NOW available lb( apart
merit furnished and with
paid utilities near hospital
No pets Lease & deposit
required 436-2755
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished
central gas hia, garage w/d
hook-up $475mo Imo
deposit 1yr lease No pets
753-2905 or 7517536
540
Houses
For Rent

NEW 3br 2 bath. IN(P tub.
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft liv
trig. garage. Priced upper
$60s 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722

Lots
For Sale

NEW 3br homes, 95-100%
financing up to 30yrs. fixed
rate to qualified buyers Priced from $70 s $80's.
753-3672 after 5pm

2 LOTS for sale, all utilities
available' 753-9741

IN country, new lbr duplex
completely furnished, all
utilities paid Has all accessories, $350/mo 436-2722
between 8am 6pm

2BR brick with carport
Available now $375/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included rent based on income 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888
LARGE efficiency. Grand
Rivers, $350/mo including
utilities 502-362-4263.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartmerits Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br duplex, $425/mo
753-0724
NEW 2br triplex apartments, gas heat, w/d hookup, appliances furnished,
no pets, available Oct 15th,
$425/mo, deposit required
Call 753-4873 after
6 30pm, Allen Properties
NEW 4br, 2'/, bath executive duplex in Falbrook All
appliances furnished, including w/d & microwave
Garage, yard mamtance included 1 year lease No
pets 753-4937 days,
436-2741 nights
NEW brick townhouse, 2br,
14 bath, family room.
kitchen, lots of storage, refrigerator with ice maker.
stove, microwave, w/d
hook-up
No pets
$425/mo. plus deposit
Cambridge Subdivision
753-7435 days, 753-3966
evenings
NICE 2br duplex, all appliances, quiet neighborhood near shopping center,
central hie, available
November No pets Deposit $360/mo Call 753-2852
after 5pm

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, %yid hook-up
Northwood No pets $375
plus deposit 753-1953
days, 753-0870 nights

2BR duplex. gas heat. new
bathroom, carport,
$295/mo 753-8767

NICE 2br, wid hook-up No
pets 753-0859 days,
753-5214 after 5pm

South 641
Security Storage
Mini Storage Rentals
(10 ft. x 12 ft.) and (6 ft. x 9 ft.)

Monthly Rentals
- Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call -

2BR close to downtown
$325/mo plus deposit
753-9509
2BR house near downtown
Murray 753-4109
2BR house for rent in city
5390/mo Contact Mar Cal
RE, 753-4444
2BR house carport, w/d
hook-up,$350/mo
753-9636
2 or 3BR brick ranch, near
Oaks Country Club Natural
gas, city water, $450/mo
Also, 2br farm house.
public water, propane,
washer & dryer, $275/mo.
Both available immediately 753-5303. 753-7724
3BR brick with carport,
$425/mo Coleman RE.
753-9898
3BR house. 1Y> baths, new
gas heat & central air system, reasonable utilities,
garage, storage No pets. 5
minutes from town Southwest School District Nice &
well kept. $500/mo .deposit. 753-7920 or 753-1664

(502) 492-8508

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-FrL 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment .4' mill
502-759-1333

Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices

baths, with large great room with

fireplace. Must see - $94,500. Call
753-8343 from 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

NICE 3br. 2 bath brick,
close to town on beautiful
large lot New roof 1993
Central h/a. new 1992 Pr
iced at $88,000 Some
owner financing may be
available MLS1 3000093
Contact Kopperud RE,
753-1222

1321 OLIVE Blvd 3br, 1 5
baths, living room, dining
room, screen in porch,
hardwood floors, built in
book shelves french doors,
large attic, $95,000
753-1890
2 OR 3br brick with 1 bath &
carport Located in Easy Y
Subdivision, $49,000
759 4861
3BR,-2 bath Newly remodeled home on 34 acres
753-1410 leave message
3BR remodeled in and out
Trees, city water, $45,000
753-8061
412 SOUTH 8th St 2br, 1
bath home with central gas
heat & air, full basement,
large backyard & deck,
$49.900 Please call
753-3228

NICE all brick county home
with fireplace 3br, 1 bath in
the New Concord area
Phone 901-642-4114 for
appointment

For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Cente
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905.
753-7536

Just Opened
Bypass Mini
Storage
121 Bypass North
Sizes from 10x10
up to 20x20
753-2225
370
Livestock
8, Supplies
CLOVER hay 759 4704 at
ter 6pm

3 RABBITS for sale
$10/all 435-4389 after 5pm
& on weekends
AKC black. male Miniature
Schnauzers Have shots
436 2484
AKC Dalmabons. all shots
& vet Great with kids
$125 $200 615 746 5355
DOG Day
759-1768

Afternoon

HAVE an obedient. safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

HALEY Appraisal Service
call
Bob
Haley
502-489 2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1990
1 OVI
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1992
blue
$841
LE, i

mile

753-,
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mile(
after

SKIS
Gra
70,)
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V 6,
seat
ries.
$5.5

199
wine
a/c:
v er
759

1977 AMC Pacer, runs
good $350 obo 753-3820
or 753-4946
1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
sunroof. arndm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection
$1,950 or bust offer
753-8096
1987 BUICK Skyhawk
sport coupe, 78,XXX miles,
a/c, pis, auto Great condition. $3.295 Also, 1992
E-Z Go electric golf cart
with top, perfect $2,000
7515270
1987 GRAND Prix, 62,XXX
one owner miles, all options. V-8, immaculate.
white with burgundy interior 489-2004

197
goo
obo

197
mar
son
ter

190
p/u
14k
Mu,
ice(
5pr

191
30I
tir
481

1987 NISSAN Sentra, light
blue, 2dr. 5sp, aft, am/fm
cassette, good condition
For more information,
753-7823

191
run
$1,
Ma

1988 CROWN Victoria,
high miles Runs great
$2,750 753-6562

191
gri
47,

1990 FORD Tempo, white,
4dr Sedan, auto, 63.XXX
miles, $3,400 753-0197.
762-3419

19(
ex(
cid
bei
ref
751

1990 GEO Prism, air, am/
fm
owner, good condition. $4,950 See at 1705
College Farm Rd
753-2615

19.
5th

NICE 2br house Low utilities, unfurnished. available
now 6 miles West of Murray $300/mo w/deposit
435-4226

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

This five year old house with approximately 1,575 sq. ft. living area with
one gar garage has 2 bedrooms, 2

NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500 753-5561

Homes
For Sale

EXTREMELY well maintained Or. 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood
Den with fireplace & attractive shady backyard with
privacy fence Price lust
reduced to $99,500 Con3BR house with gas heat, tact Kopperud RE.
appliances furnished, 753-1222 MLSS 3000112
$360(mo plus deposit
753-0095
LAKE home, Anderson
Shores, 2br, 1 bath,
NEWLY remodeled 2br kitchen,
family room, nice
house near hospital, with
lot, $34,000 price negotigas heat, w/d hook-up. able
554 5680, 442-3864
stove refrigerator, furnished $400/mo plus deposit 759-9967 after 5pm

1/2 Mile North of Hazel on Hwy. 641
Lee Starks
Billy Forres

(502) 492-8238

NVESTORS nobcei Re
ntal property for sale Prop
arty it Duplex plus house
on 1 lot Property 02 Cur
reney a post office building
with Syr lease plus rental
apartment in back Call Hal
for more information at Professional RE 759-1591

WANTED Waterfront lake
homes under $100000 up
to $325 000 AlcrAvenrect
waterfront lots on Kentucky
Lake Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492

1512 'CANTERBURY
Drive 3br, 14 bath, stove.
Farms
refrigerator, washer, dryer
For Sale
Beautiful home in prime
location No pets Available 4 3 ACRES East of Murray
Jan 1st Substantial applic- Woods building site
ants with references only, $5,400 Easy terms
$650/mo 436-2581
759 1922 owner

Lre'ox ilc.1141/liz

Poison Control
753-7588

Lake
Properly

CHESTNUT Street townhouses Very nice 2br, 1'4
baths All appliances including washer & dryer,
deck, tool shed, ceiling
fans, etc Free lawn care
Available in Dec Coleman
Realty. 753-9898

DItli .Y0-911t
Ask for Karen or Tonya.

Estate
WANTED 20 70 acres tor
a growing farming family,
with-oh without house
753 7990 days 436 5034
nights Ask for Ron or,
Cindy

40
wtna
da
43

This home,located at 1300 Fleetwood
Dr., is on a beautiful corner lot with
3,907 sq. ft. of living area, 3 car
garage, 4 bedrooms, 4 baths, living
room, dining room, and 2 large dens
with upstairs deck and downstairs
deck. This house has many other
features. You must see to appreciate.
Priced at $225,000. Call 753-8343
from 6-9 p.m.

12TH STREET MOTORS 104 S. 12th St., Murray, KY
Telephone 502.753-8553
Associate
Owner
BJ. Barnhill
bluely (Ringo) Creech

THANKSGIVING SALE
93 Ford F150 XI.T, VS
Ext. Cab, loaded
93 Ford FI50 XLT, VS
Loaded
90 Ford Acrostar list. Van.
Eddie Bauer PKG.
90 Ford FI50 XI.T Lanai.,
auto, air'
90 Ford Ranger XI.T
2.9 V6, 5 spd., 4x4
90 Ford Ranger XLT,
4 cyl., 5 spd.
91 Mercury Tracer, 4 dr.,
auto, air, clean
88 Lord Bronco II, V6, 5 :pd.,
4x4, loaded
91 Pontiac Sunhird,.2 dr.,
auto, air, clean
90 Pontiac fiKX11.E, 4 dr.,
auto, Cr, clean
90 Chevrolet Lumina, V6, 4 dr.,
auto, air, 36,000 mi.
90 Chevrolet sirr F'/U,
4 cyl., 5 spd..
90 Chevrolet Beauvillc Van,
9 pass., all equip.
88 GNIC Sierra SLE 350,
V8, loaded
91 Mazda 323 Protege,
4 dr , 5 spd.
85 Buick Park Avenue, 4 dr
85 Chevrolet Cavalier, 2 dr., auto
90 Jeep Cherokee, 2 dr., 6 cyl.,
auto, air, 4x4
88 Toyota CIT-S, 2 dr., 5 spd
85 Plymouth Voyager SE Van
87 Chrysler New Yorker,
4 dr., all equip
87 Olds Delta 88, 4dr , clean

$15,900
$10,900
$8,495
$8,995
$7,295
$6,895

$4,750
$5,895
$6,695
$4,595
$6,495

$4,750
$7,995
$6,995
$7,395

$2,995
$1,095
$8,495
$5,995
$2,795
$2,995
$4,495

-Financing Available

v()

.
•

4
e

MURRAY LEDGER 6 TIMES

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 21

1994
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Who's who in Gingrich brain trust
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990 LUMINA Euro Sport
owner excellent condi
son 35 XXX miles Call
759-1690 after 5pm

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
• cotors.- free estoweres
Wultti Recovery. Murray
KY 436 5560

CONCRETE
REPAIR .

DeLay backed the wrong horse.
was) damned careless with it in
xampaigaing for Gingrich'N
• the first -place?"
An architect of the GOP•"Con- opponent. Edward Madigan of
1992 GRAND Prix LE, Qr.
tract with America," Armey is Illinois. When Gingrich won;
blue, 61.XXX miles,
DeLay quickly saw where Ole
sure to push his causes as majori$8400 1993 Grand Prix
wind was blowing and reposity leader, although -chances are
LE. 4dr, burgandy; 54,XXX
tioned himself accordingly.
he'll tone down his rhetoric.
miles, $9,800 Call
In the 102nd Cohgress, he
753-6172
He is an ardent supporter of
free-market policies and is ptish- became- eltainnan of the House 1994 CHEVY Corm*,
ing a 17 percent flat tax - under Republican Study Group, a party
white loaded 20.XXX
miles 753 6808 753 2212
which many tax loopholes would
policy organization. At the start
after 5pm
be eliminated but everyone, rich of the current 103rd Congress. he
and poor, would pay the same
moved up to secretary of the
SHARP 1989 Buick Regal
Grand Sport loaded.
percentage income tax. In favor
House Republican Conference,
70 XXX miles excellent
of reining in the size and scope
with Armey, his Texas friend, as
condition 759 1007 days
of government, Armey has also chairman.
or 753-0087 after 5pm
fought in, the . _past._to eliminate _
Once the owner and operator..
farm subsidies.
of a pest control business, DeLay
is staunchly pro-business and
ROBERT WALKER
anti-government regulation. He
Vane
Walker, 51, of Pennsylvania,' opposed the Family and Medical
1988 DODGE Caravan SE was elected to Congress in 1976 Leave Act, for instance, as a burdrive
wheel
V-13: front
and has worked closely with Gin- den on business. He was one of
SOWS 8, all power accessogrich for the past decade. Like the authors of the Job Creation
ries, very good condition,
the House speaker-to-be, he is a and Wage Enhance Act within
$5,500 obo 492-8815.-familiar gadfly, known for going the Republican "Contract with
1990 FORD Aerostat., exto excruciating lengths fo get in
America," which seeks regulattended van Front 8 rear
a/c; cruise, 73,XXX miles,
ory relief for small business and
the way of the Democrats.
very nice, $9.350
In the mid-1980s, he was part a cut in the capital gains tax to
759-4017.
of Gingrich's Conservative help stimulate business growth.
Opportunity Society, whose He also is active in Republican
systems R H Nesbitt Con759 4690
young members masterfully capi- plans for revamping the welfare
struction Phone 492-8516
-talized ,on House parliamentary -- system to put -those on welfare to
pager 762-7221
TIRED of high cost on leaf
removal tree work & haulprocedures to spread their conser- work and to make welfare tem1977 FORD truck, runs BOB'S Plufnbing Repair ing7 Than call 436-2e67
CONTRACT BRIDGE
porary, rather than a way of life.
vative message.
good, looks good $1.500 Service All worl guaran741--V1
teed
Despite Jas-conservative views,
- Day after--day,--they _-attacked
obo 759-1641vgia RCPAIR
436-5832
Service Center, cleaningthe. Democrats and called for a • DeLay •prides himself as a deal
1979 JEEP CJ7, V-8, all
servicing $15: most repairs
new order in after-hours speeches maker, which could sometimes
mantial, very good condi- BUILDER New homes,
Free estimates.Route
tion, $3,200 753-8249 af- garages, additions, founda- $35
on the House floor. The work for the Democrats.
delivered
1-5,
9-12,
Open
Almo
tions, poured basements' 1.
ter 5pm.
His Houston district inclusles
spades and A-Q-K ofdiamonds.East, speeches - called "'special
North dealer.
-Ge44- Tripp W.14rarns, Mon -Fri , 753;0530
in the meantime, wae forced to dis- orders"
Both sides vulnerable.
often are delivered to many employees of the Johnson
1980 DATSON. 1981 Ford 75310563
before
look
new
a
WANT
p/u . 1978 Ford window van.
card three hearts,since he could not .an empty House chamber, but
NORTH
•
Space Center, and he is a big
holidays' We do all
14ft Jon boat. All automatic. BUSHHOGGING and gar- the
spare a spade or a club.
•A J 8 7 3
they are broadcast across the supporter of space programs.
types of painting (sponge,
Must sell, leaving town Pr- dens tilled 437-4030
V.1 4
Diagnosing the situation perbag feather), wallpapering
iced to sell 489-2455 after
• K.183
fectly. Roth now played a low heart country on C-SPAN, and the conCARPORTS for cars and & remodeling No job too
JOHN KASICH
5pm.
for
sizes
Special
4K 5
trucks
from dummy. He could have cashed servative Republicans were the
small Call 759-9359
Kasich, 42, of Ohio, was
to
first
the
recognize
enormous
1982 FORD F100, rebuilt motor home, boats, RVs
of
the ace
WEST
spades instead to learn
EAST
elected to the Ohio Senate at the
that
of
potential
302 V-8, auto trans, good and etc Excellent protec- WILL install, sand & finish 454
forum.
the
3-3,
whether
suit was divided
*Q 96 2
tires, $2,000 obo tion, high quality, excellent hardwood floors. 30yrs ex- sr A 9 7 5 2
When Gingrich was elected age of 26 and still possesses
V Q 1083
but he felt strongly that it was not.
perience, can furnish refervalue Roy Hill 759-4664
489-2677
House
minority whip in 1989, he seemingly limitless amounts of
6
9
42
play
to
the
On
had
East
4
5
lead
heart
ences Call (502)522-6358
boyish energy. He has been in the
1983 FORD Ranger truck, CHIM Chim Chimney or (502)522-5050 after +63
the queen, and South's king lost to brought Walker with him as a
+J 10 7 4
House since 1983.
runs good. 84,XXX miles. Sweeps has 10% senior 6prit
West's ace, establishing dummy's deputy. Walker became the chief
SOUTH
In line to become the chairman
$1,800, obo 436-2528 citizen discounts We sell
K
trick.
a
as
10
jack
in
whip
deputy
1993.
chimney caps and screens WILL tear down old barns &
Mark
the House Budget Committee,
of
6
K
had
situation
the
time,
this
By
Walker is known for his bullbuildings & hall away. Most
435-4191
Kasich is an aggressive fiscal
• A Q 107
1987 RANGER XLT, VIP,
changed radically. Declarer,who had dog tactics and sometimes
done for material or slight
great shape $3,700 COE & Coe General Re- fee Ask for John Jr
conservative but not always an
begun with only nine sure tricks, inflammatory rhetoric - such as
4AQ 982
pair Carpentry, electrical
474-8331
ideologue. He has worked with
474-2235
The bidding:
was now up to 11. The twelfth trick comparing Republicans under
drywall 502 492-8403
South West
came soon after, because this was
1994 EIS() XLT, loaded
EXPERIENCED drywall North East
Democrats to the Jews under Republicans and Democrats alike
24
the position:
Pass
Pass
excellent condition, 351 COUNTERTOPS. custom finishing. References avail- 1 4
in sponsoring fiscally conservaNazi rule.
cid, dard red, Lund spoilers, Homes, trailers, offices able. Call 436-2060.
North
24
4 NT
Pass
Pass
tive legislation, but has used his
Concerned
growing
the
about
Murray
Recovery,
Wulff's
alarm,
remote
cover,
bed
A J8
54
6 NT
Pass
spot as ranking Republican on the
FIREWOOD & tree service
deficit,
the
is
he
the
of
author
remote start, $17,500 436-5560
VJ
Opening lead -four of diamonds.
436-2562
759-1835, 753-3957.
Taxpayer Debt Buydown Act, by Budget committee as a. platform
•K5
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
which citizens would be allowed to attack Clinton's economic poland Cooling Service Com- GERALD WALTERS
West
East
This gem was played by Alvin
Sts
to
plete installation and ser- Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- Roth, New York star, in the Nadesignate up to 10 percent of icies and present Republican
V 9752
•
Call Gary at ing. Free estimates. 18 tional Men's Pair Championship +63
vice
taxes they owe to deficit alternatives.
the
4 J 10 7 4
Campers
years experience. Local re759-4754,While Kasich defends most
reduction and Congress would
South
some years ago.The slam is not easy
753-2592
ferences
1984 37FT Kountry Aire CUSTOM bulldozing and
6
match ithose contributions.
defense spending, he spoke out in
to make even with all four hands in
5th wheel. 314-379-2723. backhoe work, septic sys+ A Q 98 2
In line to become chairman of the 101st Congress in favor of
sight, hut Roth managed the task
40 FOOT Coachman, 5th tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
West led a club,won by the king. the House Science, Space and' eliminating the B-2 bomber. De
without this advantage and wound
wheeler, 1984, new fur- Horace Sholar
When the jack of hearts was next Technology Committee, he has
also serves on the House Armed
Classifieds UP with the requisite 12 tricks.
nace and water heater Up- DAVID'S Cleaning SerHe won the diamond lead with cashed,East wassqueezed.He could been a big advocate of major Services Committee and won a
dated appliances, $7,500 vices. We specialize in vinyl
Office
dummy'sjack and played a low spade not spare a spade or a club, and space programs and wants to see
fight to stop a $110 million
436-2755
siding, concrete driveways,
to the ten. When the finesse suc- whichever he chose, Roth had the a Cabinet-level post overseeing
Open
building expansion for the Pentablacktop driveways, boats,
ceeded. Roth cashed the king of rest of the tricks and his slam.
the same areas as the committee. gon - but on matters that don't
520
mobile homes Fully inp.m.
a.m.-5
8
He also has pushed for research
rouse his fiscal concerns, he votBoats
sured completely mobile
Tomorrow: How to be a tough competitor
8 Motors
759 4734
into hydrogen as an alternative es conservatively.
Monday-Friday
In the last Congress, he joined
fuel source.
HOUSEBOAT 14X54t LAD Lawn Care Will do
HOROSCOPES
with Democrats like Charles
Stardust aluminum, twin leaves 489-2296
8 a.m.-12 Noon
volvos, 7.5 generator, fly
Stenholm of Texas and Tim PenTOM DELAY
reSaturday
bridge, queen master suite, DRYWALL, finishing,
ny of Minnesota to push for sevDeLay, 47, of Texas, came to
It ESDAY. NON EMBER 22, 1994
sleeps 10 with coy. Micro- pairs, additions and blow
753 4761
Congress from the Texas House eral measures designed to control
(For sour personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
wave, full-size refrigerator. ing ceilings
spending.
in 1985, already angling for a
VHF radio, TV & VCR. Like
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
One of the Republicans who
new, less than 200hrs.
leadership role. In 1987, he got a
cents a minute.)
901-867-8925
voted for the crime bill, that
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): place on the Appropriations
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
became law this year, Kasich is
Committee, and by the 101st
be won by those
mocr YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: High honors willgoals
sin
in clear sight.
Congress, he was a deputy whip. considered potentially more conwho keep their
(live loved ones more leeway and
Services
But he lost that job in 1989, ciliatory than the rest of the
Offered
v our personal relationships will Iron out financial woes with the help
Republican inner circle.
when Gingrich came to power
become tunic fulfilling. Teamwork of experts. Discuss a budget.
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 Hauling
Paper will be delivered that evening!
Returning to school could boost
leads to sitable financial rewards in
By NITA LELYVELD
Associated -Prate Writer'
C'aCk5 .n DrItewayS
WASHINGTON (AP)- Dick
Wa'xways Pates GatageS
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng Armey, John Kasich, Tom DeLay
Eraarir JemISIReD1aCee
Carpets, upholstery Free and Bob Walker may not be
household names- but just wait.
estimates 753-5827
WaIertYeig • All vir
They are the brain trust for
'0 Ye? 0/Ivry
LICENSED for electric and
Newt Gingrich. a cadre of House
gas .753-7203.. .
1-800-700-9464 PAINTING interior & exter- lawmakers who stand at the
ior All types of home repair 'speaker-to-be's right hand as the
'Free estimates Call Republicans prepare to take
control.
436-5032 anytime
iffit4- CO
These four men - combative,
PLUMBING repairman with
**
Sewing Western demo.
same day service Call conservative, middle-aged, white
- are at the core of the tough436 5255
hard-ball strategy that
APPLIANCE SERVICE SEAMLESS .gutters in• talking,
Kenmore, Westinghouse, slatted, residential- or com- helped - put the GOP -in the driver's seat.
Whirlpool 30. years ex- mercial. Serval' Gutter Co
perience
BOBBY 753-6433
Armey will be the House
HOPPER, 436-5848
majority leader. Walker and
SEWING machine repair
APPLIANCE repairs Kenneth Barnhill, Delay, currently competing for
(domestic refrigerators) 753-2674 Stella, KY
the majority whip position, also
Reasonable rates
SUREWAY Tree & SYttrine---are' sure to get top leadership
753 5958
Removal Insured with full positions.
.me of equipment Free esTogether, Gingrich's lieutenBACKHOE Service ROY timates Day or night.
ants are working out a strategy
HILL Septic system, drive- 753-5484
ways, hauling, foundations
for the transition to power etc 759-4664
THE Gutter Co Seamless from deciding which Capitol staff
aluminum gutters, variety
BACKHOE Service, commembers will get the ax to setting
of colors Licensed, inplete foundations, septic
the legislative agenda.
sured Estimate available

RICHARD ARMEY
' When it comes to playing hardball, the 54-year-old Armey is a
master. The former economics
professor parlayed his conservative teachings at a Texas university into a political career after
getting hooked on Congress by
watching C-SPAN.
Elected in 1984 to represent
the Dallas-Fort Worth suburbs, he
has been outspoken from the start
- sometimes hurling vicious
verbal barbs. During the debate
on the crfme bill last summer, he
infuriated Democratic colleagues
with the line, "Your president is
just not important to us." When
Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy
announced his resignation under
pressure. Armey quipped, "This
is just the tip of the sleazeburg."
At a health reform hearing, he
argued against including abortion
as a guaranteed health insurance
benefit, saying, "Are we going to
be so fern-centric that we're
going to condone the selfindulgent conduct of the body of
a woman who has already
demonstrated in most cases (she

Famous Hand

Miss Your Paper?

CALL 753-1916

moving, clean-up, odd jobs,
tree trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling Free esti
mates. Tim Lamb
436-5744

900

900
495
995
295
895
750
895

1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, attics,
odd jobs, & will haul &
spread mulch. Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Lamb

Al, Al's hauling, yard work.
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

750

995
395
995
095
495
995
795

S
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• Drop by and see our showroom
01 S'ARLAY MURRAY (Eleund Bunny B7444)
753.5940

0'

WOOD WORKS

"Signs

ANTIQUE refinishing, furnituie repair & custam
woodworkini 753-8056

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank

995

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Al cleaning out gutters &
Mat raking. Free estimates.
Luke Lamb. 436-5950

495

595

Custom Woodwo,king

1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming,
hauling, carpentry & odd
jobs Paul- 436-2102

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

695

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Call us about...
•
V
.07
V
•

nstallation, repair, replacement 759-1515

Computer Cut Vinyi
Logos and Letters
Custom Banners
Plywood Signs Magnetic Signs
Vehicle Lenering
Plexiglass Signs
Window tenering

VT Real Estate signs
V Office Signage
Gravel) and Adrenising Posters
‘,/ Sarsiblested Redwood signs
'Architectural Signs "
V Metal and Foam Letters
V Bronze Plaques
I Trade show S.ans/Ds0aYs

382-2306 or 753-2378

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

1995. Legal affairs prosper if you
get others to shoulder their share of
responsibility. Next spring, invest
v our lime ;Ind energy in the things
that- el% e you the greatest 'pleasure
,aii,faction. September of '95
could hring a windfall or special
. Plan to travel in late fall.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
III'S DATE: actress Jamie Lee
tennis great, Boris Becker
.111.1 Billie Jean King. comedian
Ri Riney Dangerfield.
ARIES I March 21 -April 19):
1•inancial matters need prompt attention. A \ i rid IIIRIltisive moves, howCs et. You tini.t keep your spending
down. Evening hours look especialIs revs :1111111EL

IVIRIS( April .20-May 201:
I

-iness arrangement during the edr I\ morning. A Mend who
has a health problem needs advice:
be.,rank but offer encouragement.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 2(1):
Play a lone hand in financial matters. Distant affairs look promising.
lk prepared to travel. Deal face-toith those who work far away
trim your base of operations.
Revs ard loy ed one's dedication.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221:
People in authority need to know
vv hat you have in mind. Write a
brief letter or memo setting forth
visor goals. Unless circumstances
ehanl:e, a romance could be coming
• .1. Be philosophical.
1 1.11 duly 23-Aug. 221: Be more
sensitiv e to key allies and their
plans. Guard against impatience or
tesse
- %sill send
rudeness. A littlFfir
vou to the head ot the class! Think
things through before you speak.

your earning power.

• LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Romance begins to intensify. Make
your reservationn now if planning to
visit a resort area at Christmas. An
occasional splurge will not wreck
your budget. Buy that luxury item
you have been eyeing:
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You have an important decision to
make. Talk it over with your mate or
a good friend first. Extra money
become available. Use your
considerable powers of persuasion
to advance vourscareer aims.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Make certain your car is in
good repair if planning a trip. Keep
any entertainment plans simple,
combining business with pleasure.
A good guest list is vital. Break free
of recent self-infposed restrictions.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Your hunches can pay big dividends now. Make wiser use of your
energies. Catch up on personal correspondence and phone calls. Inviting a loved one to dine out tonight
could lead to domestic bliss. '
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Social plans could be changed at the
.last minute. Place more emphasis on
getting your professional and personal affairs better organised. A
financial decision is made in your
favor. Deal from a position of
strength.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Push ihead full steam in career matters. Romance may be a bit unsettling. Be careful When dealing in
real estate. The terms of a deal could
suddenly change. Rely on experts'
ads ice.

eould

toDAY's CHILDREN are intelligent, inquisitive and very determined.

995
495

Call Us Today!

753-1916

Hwy enjov traveling and like to learn about other people's customs. Count
on them to get their best grades in geography and history. Restless by
nature. these Sagittarians sometimes develop nervous habits like tapping or
nail-biting. A tendency to turn sarcastic when crossed should be nipped in
the bud. °them i.e. they coUld ,wound the people they love most. Highly
versatile. these brilliant thinkers can find success in almost any profession. •

Now, Uncle Sam
Has a Way to Help
Families and Students
Afford College...
And Save Taxpayers
Billions!
Introducing New
Individual Education Accounts
Finally, there's good news for families And good news for taxpayers. too.
New Individual Education Accounts are here Recentlx created by the President and the
Congress. they make the American dream of an affordable college education a reality Ii
many more young people and their families who thought it was beyond their financial
reach Here's how it works,
• Bamitring firr cr,Ilegt. is simpler Students get their loans directlx though their coll..-;.•
No more confusion about where to go for loans. No more red tape.
• trions (Ili' MOW iitionlable The new direct loan program IMO'S tees and interest
for all types of college loans
•
• Pdi hack as.iou muir, Students can tailor their repayment Plan to match their abilits ti.
service,
or take other lobs'
pay. That means the' can start a business, do community
without being burdened us ith a big. fixed debt earls in their careers
• Refinancing i,u available If students have more than one loan. an ILA can help
date them and offer a refinancing plan that makes more sense.
.
,
• ra %pavers come out homers ru Vs'ith streamlined procedures.lEA's will save Arne
can taxpayers billions of dollars in unnecessary costs

That is good news!
For more information, call sour college financial aid officer or I -800-4FEDAID
11111 NEM 'ADMIRAL LOUCATION ACCOUNT
rite better way refinance a college education.
illiaIP II Ford Federal Direct loan Program
s. Department 1.1- Lducation

•
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Ten years ago
Petitions for a Fire Protection
District in New Concord have
been certified by. CQUIllY..Cierk
Mars in Harris and are being
reviewed by County Judge/
Executive George Weaks.
John Schlabach, trumpet
instructor arid director of jar/
band at Murray State University,
presented a recital on Nov. 18 in
the Recital Hall Annex of Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University.
Pictured recently was the student body of Oak Grove' School
in Henry County in 1935.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pritchard,
Now. 5-; a-boy -to-Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Wayne Flanagan, Nov. 9.
The Rev. and Mrs.-Stephen H.
Cobb will be married 50 years
Nov. 24.
Twenty years ago

By- The Associated Press
.1unday, Nov. 21, the 325th day of 1994. There are 40
the year.
d
•
Today'S IfirtRITglif ihIlislOTy •'
In Nov. 21, 1877, inventor Thomas A Edison announced the
it noun of his phonograph, which he dubbed a "talking machine."
-TVir thlq-date7
-In 1 78,4. North Carolina became the 12th state to ratify l.hc U.S.
(
' •'.22.....8.ebekcf.L.Y..elton. of Georgia was sworn in as the first
• erte as a "member of the U.S. Senate'.
Pones mu6c.1 •_*.ituything Goes." staging Ethel
Sweeney, opened in New York.
.aska Highway across Canada was formally Opened.
Kennedy and his wife. Jacqueline, began an ill•
,-(1:1) tour of Texas.
! :
1110 Verratit'no-Narrows Bridge opened, linking the New
,
L co. boroughs of Brooklyn and Staten Island.
che Senate voted 15-45.against the nomination of Clement
nsworth to the U.S. Supreme Court, the first time a candidate
Th • nation's highest court had been rejected since 1930.
•rrner CS. Navy intelligence analyst Jonathan Jay Pollard
_
of spying for Israel.
• ago: More than 140 people were injured when two
•-mrid commuter trains collided at a suburban station
1
rush-hour.
ago: Proceedings of Britain's House of Commons were
.
t 1etised live for the first time.
Inc year ago: The U.S. House of,Representatives voted against
Aing the District of Columbia the 51st state, by a vote of 277-153.
:tor Bill Bixby died in Century City, Calif., at age 59.
Today's Birthdays: Baseball Hall-of-Famer Stan Musial is 74.
tress singer Vivian Blaine is 73. Actor Laurence Luckinbill is 60.
!re.; Mark. Thomas is 57. Ballet dancer. Natalia Makarova is 54.
• .1,liet Mills is 53. Actress Goldie Hawn is 49. -Actress-singer
I Tilt js 42. •
I •
• 114,t,,r!ll l'al Today: "Worry. How pointless. 1 know the theory,is
--tT.-iratt-this-ronternfor thelrustrated'aged•or foiguato Chinese child=
helps to change attitudes and to create at least an atmosphere in
Inch something might happen ... but I wonder if it doesn't work the
way round as well.... You get too used to it. You just shrug."
- Katharine Whitchorn, -British "ncwspapZr coll1MnIst.

Forty years ago
Thirty years ago
The residents of South 16th
Indian summer left Calloway
Street, Murray, have presented a
County and the rest of Kentucky
yesterday and today. A low of 18 petition y therMurm CitySqiutcil requesting • that they be
was recorded last night.
included in the city. limits.
Randall Patterson, Gerald PasMrs. Warren S. Swann opened
chall, Cooper Thomas, Thomas
her home for a meeting of CapScruggs, James Harmon,, J.B.
Dover, Bill Forres, Joe Johnston --tato Wendell Oury Chapter-of-the
Daughters Of the American
and Carman Parks aie new offic• . ._
ers of Hazel Camp 138 of Wood.. RevqlutiOn.
Mrs. B.K. Trevathan and Mrs.
men of the World.'
James Overby, County Attor- Leou Norsworthy presented -the
major project lesson at the allney, spoke on "Nude or Prude" at
day meeting of the Penny Homea meeting of 'the Christian Men's
makers Club held at the home of
Fellowship of First Christian
Mrs. Raymond Workman. '
Church on Nov. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter . V.
Izetta Humphrey of Merle Norman Cosmetics, Murray, preEdmonds were married for 60
sented a program on "Charm Can
years OnBe Yours" at a meeting of Penny
"Francis Joins the WACS"
Homemakers Club held at Murstarring Donald O'Connor, Julia
ray Woman's Club House. CarAdams, Chill Wills and Mamie
man Moody and Geneva Feltner
Van Doren is showing at the Varwere in charge of the program. sity Theater.

PV2 Roben H. (Bobby) Ross,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Ross, is serving with the U.S.
Army. in Frankfurt, Germany.
Keys McCuiston was presented
the Sportsmanship Plaque at the
Awards Banquet held by Wranglers Riding Club.
Bob Thomas, floral consultant,
will present a special demonstration on "Flower Arranging and
Christmas Decorations" on Nov.
25 at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mr. and Mrs. Huston Miller
were married 50 years Oct. 25.
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward, executive
director of Need Line was speaker at a meeting Of Progressive
Homemakers - Club held at the
home of Lynda Cooper.
Marc Hays, Steve Owen, and
Hugh Massey are pictured with
deer they have taken while
hunting.

DEAR ABBY
K.C. iN MIcHIGAN
DEAR ABBY: Last May 27, I years oldi that Memorial Dat. week.
received a call telling me that my end, and the pain they must have
I appreciate
K.C.:
DEAR
father was finally getting his lung felt. But in the midst of their sortransplant. We flew to Cleveland, row, they bestowed the,most gener- being able to share your famiand while we were in the hospital ous gift. We were told this- same ly's joy. Not all families are so
waiting room, we met a family who donor donated not only his lungs fortunate'. Read on ...
had come for a heart transplant and heart, hut also his pancreas.
DEAR ABBY: I have never writliver, kidneys and bone marrow.
from the same donor.
ten beflAe,_but I'm a iongtime-readAs the doctor came-out afterward er and I really enjoy your column.
A nurse came in and told us that
the organs would soon be-arriving. 4o tell us the procedure had been
. I lost my ;on. Charles Wayne
successful, and my father had Jones, last M sh 22. He- rizeded a
so illy husband ahdlsrushed to the
„
we
lung,
healthy
a
received
helicaptcp
1 I th floor to watch the
heart trangplbtft'anct one could not
land: Through -We skylight, we saw applauded for each other'i loved
be found in time.
• e
two,people carrying a"cooler. I knew ones and shed tears of relief.
I would like to warn parents
h following with young ones
Dad's birthday
they had Dad's hie in their hands. I
keep
to
an, eye on
cannot describe the recline; it gave Friday - and the heart recipient's their children when they are told,
---iapthday-waa-that--Taesday,--Wkat.--a-L "It's only a virus. That s what
I thought ahm» the flintily ..,ho wonderful birthday gift our Father started my son's problems. It was
had lost a lot •-(1 one 1 he was 49 received.
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AN Aunt 3U5T FAYED HER
SAUSAGE. STuFFiNe RECIPE"

PRE-TaaalaSGISING,
, RECIPE EXCHANGE HAS
BEGUN.

I RIST DOWN-LOADED THE
SECRET TO GREAT GRAO'
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55511. mARCiA SENT THE
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CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

42 Nosegay
43 Arrow poison
44 In the very
near future
46 Persona non

1 Golfers' mg,
4 Openings in
fence
9 Vigor
12 Floor covering
13-setter
14 Uncle (Scot.)
15 Aristotle17 Send forth
19 Jot
20 "--first
you don't ..."
21 Superman's
other
personality
23 Portions
27 Malicious
burning
29 Lime tree
30 Apiece (abbr.)
31 Deposit
32 Entertain
34 Footlike part
35 Prentiss ID
36 Hit billiard ball
37 Loom devices
39 Bore witness

48 Indicate
beforehand
51 Equality
52 School exams
54 Jasmine55 Harem room
56 Be
57 Parisian
season

DOWN
1 -tern
2 Oater prop
3"- All Odds"
4 Pith
5 Opera
highlights
6 Thatch plants
7 Sullivan ID
8 More
dishonest

Ahlwer to

Previous Puzzle

FERRY KRUPA
ALLEGE EULOGY
GASU ARENO AE
AXN DROP M BSA
ON MINDS OAST
LORDS
NOTICE
ICED GALE
MINKS PORTRAY
ARUM T UMMS igIO
PE M MORDO DER
JEON
ON MMTRO
MUMOMO MMUELS
CM T E ALMA R D
11-21 (0 1994 United Feature Syndicate
9 Basil andgarlic sauce
10 Aust altan
bird
11 -Wee

li

171U••

( A TEN-GALLON HAT
k.. ON A ONE-QUART HEAD

ill
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56

-7H 5 ,5 MY REPORT
TI4E5TORY.O.FIHE
'07:!VE LITTLE H065:.

OR WAS IT
7.-.E 5 x
PIGS?

OR THE NINE
LITTLE H065,
OR SOMETHING
LIKE THAT.

Reese
16 Hernando De

18 Go by water
20 Applies
frosting to
5 . 7
•
8
in 10 11
21 Greek letter
Burst forth
22
ME
I
24 Musical gtudy
25 Wants
26 Impudent
16
15
28 Sicken
33 Apportion
Id
19
34 Serfs state
36 Per 25 26
38 Epic poem
40 Crown
•28
30
28
27
•41 Tavern game
45 Bird's home
32 33
46 Mail center
ill
111
abbr,
36
35
47 Energy unit
37 ill
48 Pounds per
41
42
sq en
ill
II
49 Racket string
44
material
50 Hurricane
48
center
Mil 53 Former
ilill
52 51
spouse
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DEAR SHEILA: Please accept
my sympathy on the untimely
loss of your beloved son. And
thank you for giving me a
chance to remind my readers
that the need for vital organs is
great. Every medically acceptable organ can be utilized,
including donated tissues such as corneas, bone, skin and
heart valves - which can be
put to use despite advancing
age in the donor.
The families or estates of the
donors are charged nothing.
(The recipients pay the costs of
obtaining the organs.)
Any reader who is interested
in giving the gift of life should
sign an organ donor form. To
obtain one, write to: The Living
Bank, P.O. Box 6725, Houston,
Texas 77265. No self-addressed,
stamped envelope is necessary,
but because this organization
depends on donations to exist, a
dollar or two would be appreciated. The Living Bank is a
national organ and tissue donor
registry.

DR. GOTT

1
A71*

"

"only" a virus. but it settled in his
heart and, over the years. slowly
deteriorated one side until it no
longer functioned.
I am also writing to appeal to
your readers to donate. organs fun only from young children but
from older children as well. My son
was only 297-ears: old. You rarely
hear about individunls that age getting heart, transplants ii0.; usually
the very young or older fontsl, but in
this age t4Totip there are also- people
in need.
I cannot bring my son back, but I
can alert others to the need so that
other mothers Will not have-terrev*-their sons as I did.
SHEILA LEATHERS,
AN DENSON..IND:.

WHICH 15 THE KIND OF
REPORT YOU GET WHEN
YOU WRITE IT WHILE
WALKING FROM YOUR DESK TO
THE FRONT OF THE ROOM..

1

DEAR DR. GOTT: What can you tell
me about Paxil? Can it be given safely
for all ages? What side effects are
there for prolonged use? We've tried
to ask our doctor these questions but
he has become very belligerent with
us. as if we are questioning his capabilities.
DEAR READER: Ins Sorry to learn
that your doctor takes offense at your
questions about medication. In my
view, this information is a vital component of a good doctotpatient relation.
Speaking personally. I don't ask my
patients to take any drugs --- even
aspirin - without first discussing the
side effects with them. I have found
that they are grateful fur this consideration and the opportunity to ask
questions.
Paxil (paroxetine) is an anti-depre's
sant medication that is not recommended for children, pregnant women
or nursing mothers. Although it is an
effective drug. it has the potential for
many side effects, including weakness, sweating, nausea. constipation.
diarrhea, loss of appetite. sedation.
dizziness. insomnia. impotence. and
many others.
Paxil may interfere with motor performance (coordination, judgment
and physical skills). It can interact
with a variety of other drugs, including over-the-counter preparations,
Coumadin an anti-coagulant),
Tagamet for ulcers). Dilantin (for
seizures), and other anti-depressants.
For these reasons, Paxil should be
administered by a psychiatrist, who
should also monitor the effects of the
drug. You can obtain further informii
lion from your pharmacist.
If your doctor is unwilling to discuss
.
Paxil with:you. fire hint.
DEAR DR. GOT'l : I'm basically a
healthy person. 47 years old. My problem is that I am always hungry. I feel
that I need appetite suppressants and
wonder what you would recommend
that is safe. I don't eat red meat,just a
little chicken and fish and quantities
of vegetables. One hundred-sixty
pounds is too much for my height. but
I'm so darned hungry all the time
DEAR READER: First. yoi. should
he examined by your family physician
to determine whether you have a
physical basis, such as diabetes or a
glandular disorder, that is causing,
your excessive hunger.
Second, you may wish to analze
your life pattern to see if stress may
be playing a role. When people are
under a lot of emotional pressure,
they may eat excessively to reduce
tension.
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